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Platform businesses are disrupting and transforming industries. With platform businesses, the 
value creation process shifts from relying on companies’ internal resources to harnessing 
resources from ecosystems. This kind of new value creation system has been argued to be the 
key driver for the success of platforms. Technology companies are currently opening some of 
their boundary resources: the access to some of the functionalities of their key technologies. 
These open interfaces invite companies to co-create new digital innovations and build their 
own complementary solutions on top of the key technology. Thus, the innovation ecosystem 
becomes the most valuable asset for platform companies. 
 
However, building an ecosystem is one of the biggest challenges for platform owners. The 
main questions are 1) how to attract diverse actors to the platform and 2) how to engage them 
to co-creation of value. Even though platforms have been widely studied in different 
literature streams, the formation and evolution of innovation ecosystems around platforms 
have remained unexplored. The motivation for this thesis is to increase the understanding 
how innovation ecosystems emerge around platforms and how the platform owner can 
facilitate the co-creation of innovation in its platform. 
 
The empirical part of this thesis presents a comparative case study of two innovation 
ecosystems that are forming around a technology platform. Research data was collected 
through semi-structured interviews with potential members of the ecosystems and with the 
representatives of the platform owner organization. Data analysis was conducted in an 
iterative process that included transcription, coding and categorization of the data as well as 
comparison of the two cases. Since no previous literature exists specifically on formation of 
innovation ecosystems around technology platforms, the empirical study is supported with a 
comprehensive literature review on platforms as well as evolution and management of 
innovation networks.  
 
As a result, this thesis presents new theoretical framework on factors that support the 
emergence of an innovation ecosystem around a technology platform. The findings suggest 
that a platform owner should create a clear vision of the platform and industry evolution. In 
addition, organizational culture that embraces open innovation as well as flexible 
organizational processes support the collaboration in the ecosystem. Understanding partners’ 
diverse motivations of joining the ecosystem supports platform owners to design the platform 
and ecosystem activities as attractive as possible for potential platform contributors. 
Furthermore, building and managing ecosystem relationships becomes a strategic 
competence for platform owners, in order to accelerate the early-growth of ecosystems. Thus, 
in addition to platform design, platform owners should also focus on ecosystem orchestration 
processes in order to support the value creation and equitable value capture in the ecosystem.   
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Digitaalisten alustojen kehitys on radikaalisti muuttanut kilpailua perinteisillä toimialoilla. 
Alustat mahdollistavat uudenlaisen arvonluonnin, jossa yritysten fokus siirtyy organisaation 
omien resurssien koordinoimisesta kokonaisten ekosysteemien resurssien hyödyntämiseen. 
Tällä hetkellä teknologiayritykset ovatkin avaamassa rajapintojaan yritysten keskeisten 
teknologioiden ympärille, mikä houkuttelee kolmansia osapuolia luomaan omia 
komplementaarisia innovaatioitaan alustan päälle. Näin muodostuvista innovaatio- 
ekosysteemeistä onkin tullut kaikista arvokkain voimavara alustan omistajille. 

Ekosysteemien rakentaminen on kuitenkin yksi suurimpia haasteita alustojen omistajille. 
Alustan omistajan tuleekin keskittyä 1) houkuttelemaan erilaisia toimijoita alustalle ja 2) 
tukemaan toimijoita arvonluonnin yhteiskehittämisessä. Vaikka alustoja on tutkittu laajalti 
kirjallisuudessa, innovaatioekosysteemien muodostuminen teknologia-alustojen ympärille on 
tutkimusaiheena uusi ja vaatii lisää tutkimusta. Tämän työn tavoitteena on lisätä ymmärrystä 
innovaatioekosysteemin muodostumisesta teknologia-alustojen ympärille ja selvittää, miten 
alustan omistaja voi tukea arvonluontia alustalla. 

Tutkimuksen empiirinen osuus toteutettiin tapaustutkimuksena, jossa tutkittiin kahden 
innovaatioekosysteemin muodostumista teknologia-alustan ympärille. Tutkimusaineisto 
kerättiin haastattelemalla ekosysteemien jäseniä ja alustan omistajaa. Lisäksi havainnointia 
hyödynnettiin aineistonkeruussa. Datan analysointi toteutettiin iteratiivisena prosessina, 
johon kuului aineiston litterointi, koodaus, kategorisointi ja ekosysteemien tuloksien vertailu. 
Koska tutkimusaiheesta ei löytynyt aiempaa kirjallisuutta, tutkimuksen teoriapohjana on laaja 
kirjallisuuskatsaus alustoista sekä innovaatioverkostojen muodostumisesta ja koordinoinnista. 

Tutkimuksen tulos on uusi teoreettisen viitekehys tekijöistä, jotka tukevat 
innovaatioekosysteemin muodostumista teknologia-alustan ympärille. Tulosten mukaan 
alustan omistajan tulisi luoda selkeä visio alustasta. Lisäksi organisaatiokulttuuri, joka tukee 
avointa innovaatiota sekä joustavat ja läpinäkyvät prosessit edistävät yhteistyön kehittymistä 
ekosysteemissä. Potentiaalisten ekosysteemin jäsenten erilaisten motivaatioiden 
ymmärtäminen puolestaan auttaa alustan omistajaa suunnittelemaan teknologia-alustan ja 
ekosysteemin aktiviteetit mahdollisimman houkuttelevaksi potentiaalisille jäsenille. 
Tutkimus osoittaa myös, että ekosysteemin suhteiden luominen ja ylläpitäminen ovat 
strategisia kyvykkyyksiä. Alustan teknisen arkkitehtuurin lisäksi alustan omistajan tulisi siten 
myös keskittyä yhteistyön kehittämiseen ekosysteemissä. 

Asiasanat: teknologia-alusta, alusta, innovaatioekosysteemi, digitalisaatio 
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DEFINITIONS OF KEY CONCEPTS 
 

Technology platform A base structure that combines company’s 
technologies, products or services in a way that 
external companies can easily develop their own 
complementary products, services or technology on 
top of it. (Gawer and Cusumano, 2014) 

Innovation ecosystem An innovation ecosystem can be defined as a 
loosely interconnected network of companies that 
co-create value around a platform and are dependent 
on each other for their overall effectiveness and 
survival (Moore, 1993; Iansiti and Levien, 2004). 
An innovation ecosystem consists of a platform 
leader, its complementors and other players 
contributing to the ecosystem. 

Platform leader A platform leader is an organization that “manage to 
successfully establish their product, service, or 
technology, as an industry platform and rise to a 
position where they can influence the trajectory of 
the overall technological and business system of 
which the platform is a core element”. (Gawer & 
Cusumano 2014: 9) 

Complementors Complementors are third party innovators that 
create complementary components on top of the 
platform. (Cusumano and Gawer, 2002) 

Complementary components Complementary components refer to technologies, 
services or products that the complementors create 
on top of the platform. These components 
complement each other and increase value for 
customers of the platform. The complementary 
offering also creates network effects, as the more 
complementary components there is in the platform, 
the more attractive the platform becomes for the 
users. (Parker et al., 2016) 

Boundary resources  Boundary resources refer to technical and non-
technical interfaces between the platform owner and 
ecosystem partners. They facilitate the use of the 
core platform functionality and support in the 
creation of complementary innovation (Boudreau 
and Hagiu, 2008; Ghazawneh and Henfridsson, 
2013).
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I  INTRODUCTION 

1.�INTRODUCTION 
This thesis studies the formation of an innovation ecosystem around a technology 
platform. The objective of this thesis is to gain understanding on how to support 
emergence of innovation ecosystems around platforms and how a platform owner 
can support co-creation of innovation in its platform. The theoretical contribution of 
this thesis aims to fill a research gap on the emergence of innovation ecosystems 
around technology platforms. The practical contribution of this thesis is to provide 
knowledge on how the formation of innovation ecosystems can be supported and 
facilitated by platform owners.  

The study is conducted through theoretical and empirical analysis on ecosystem 
formation. The theoretical part of the study examines what kind of context platforms 
give for emerging innovation ecosystems, how innovation ecosystems evolve and 
how a platform owner can support co-creation of innovation in inter-organizational 
networks. The empirical case data provides insights on different stakeholders’ 
motives of joining the ecosystem, discusses the needs and expectations for the 
emerging innovation ecosystem and platform as well as creates understanding on 
factors encouraging platform contribution. This first chapter outlines the research 
setting of this study and explains the current gap in the literature. Furthermore, this 
chapter presents the research problem, the research objectives and also the structure 
of this thesis. 

� BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 
Platform businesses are disrupting and transforming industries. Currently the world’s 
most valuable companies operate with platform business models and the market 
value of platform businesses are estimated to be exceeding over 4.3 trillion dollars 
(Evans and Gawer, 2016). Consequently, traditional pipeline businesses with linear 
value creation process are facing challenges when new platform businesses emerge. 
In pipeline businesses, companies create value through linear value creation process 
in which the products are developed with companies’ in-house production system. In 
platform businesses on the other hand, value is created through connecting diverse 
participants and enabling them to interact and transact, which relocates the 
innovation outside of the organizational boundaries and allows the creation of 
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completely new markets. The value creation process shifts from relying on 
company’s internal resources to harnessing ecosystems of resources through 
connected platform users (Cusumano and Gawer, 2002; Tiwana, 2013; Gawer and 
Cusumano, 2014; Parker et al., 2016; Van Alstyne et al., 2016).  This kind of new 
value creation system has been argued to be the key driver for the success of 
platforms (Parker et al. 2016). Apple and Google are good examples of companies 
that have succeeded in the creation of active ecosystems of third party developers 
that create complementary innovations on top of their platforms.  

This is why technology companies are currently opening some of their boundary 
resources: the access to some of the functionalities of their key technologies. These 
open interfaces invite companies to co-create new digital innovations and build their 
own complementary solutions on top of the key technology. The network of 
companies that evolves around the technology platform can be called as platform 
ecosystem, where the key technology owner, the “hub firm” of the network, 
facilitates the collaboration around the platform (Iansiti and Levien, 2004; Dhanaraj 
and Parkhe, 2006; Gawer and Cusumano, 2014). However, the challenge for the hub 
firm is to attract and build an active ecosystem of diverse users that co-create value 
on the platform. The technology platform does not create much value itself, as it 
needs the ecosystem of third party developers who create the complementary 
offering to the platform (Gawer and Cusumano, 2008). 

Platforms have been widely studied in different areas of research from design and 
architecture of platforms to strategy and management of platforms. However, the 
formation and evolution of innovation ecosystems around platforms have remained 
unexplored (Gawer and Cusumano, 2014). The motivation for this thesis is to 
increase the understanding how innovation ecosystems emerge around platforms and 
how the platform owner can facilitate the co-creation of innovation in its platform. In 
this thesis platform ecosystems are understood as innovation networks that are 
forming around technology platforms. Thus, this thesis combines platform literature 
to the literature of inter-organizational networks. 
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� RESEARCH PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES 
The key challenge for a platform owner is to attract participants to join their 
innovation ecosystem and encourage them to develop complementary innovations on 
top of the platform, as the platform itself cannot create value (Gawer and Cusumano, 
2008). Literature suggests that the value of platforms increases as the amount of 
platform users grow (Eisenmann et al., 2006, 2008; Gawer and Cusumano, 2014; 
Porch et al., 2015; Parker et al., 2016). Thus, it is essential for the platform owner to 
understand how the emergence of an active innovation ecosystem can be supported 
and how actors can be encouraged to develop complementary innovations on top of 
the platform. The research problem can be formulated as follows: 

How can a platform owner support the emergence of an innovation ecosystem 
around its technology platform?  

The research problem is studied at first through a comprehensive literature review 
and then through an empirical case study of an emerging innovation ecosystem. The 
theoretical framework is built upon a literature review and a theoretical synthesis. 
The literature review discusses the theoretical frameworks of platforms (chapter 2 
and 3), the different mechanisms platform owners can use to encourage platform 
participation (chapter 4) and the formation and orchestration of innovation 
ecosystems (chapter 5). The literature review builds upon various perspectives from 
organizational sciences. The empirical case study is conducted to compare empirical 
study results to relevant theoretical concepts. 

The main objective for this thesis is to increase knowledge about the formation of 
innovation ecosystems around technology platforms and to gain understanding on 
how the co-creation of value in the platform can be supported. More specifically, the 
theoretical and practical objectives can be formulated as follows: 

1.� The theoretical objective of the thesis is to deepen the understanding of how 
innovation ecosystems form around technology platforms and how the 
platform owner can facilitate the co-creation of value in the ecosystem. 

2.� The practical objective of the thesis is to provide guidelines to case-related 
platform owner on how to design the innovation platform and ecosystem 
activities in order to attract participants into the ecosystem and encourage 
them to develop complementary innovations on top of the platform. 
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� RESEARCH APPROACH AND SCOPE 
The research approach of this study is qualitative. Qualitative research aims to 
understand social problems and their meanings to individuals and communities. This 
is also why qualitative research approach is suitable for this study, as it considers the 
complexity of the situations related to social factors. With qualitative approach the 
topic can be examined with open-ended questions and an in-depth analysis can be 
conducted considering the uniqueness of the social situation. The analysis of the 
qualitative data is based on the interpretations of individual researcher and thus is 
affected by the researcher’s individual understanding of the studied phenomena. 
(Creswell, 2007) 

Due to the limited existing research on the research topic of this thesis, this study has 
an exploratory theory building nature. This thesis aims to discover key factors that 
support the formation of an innovation ecosystem around a technology platform, and 
thus generating new theory. Qualitative research methods, especially exploratory 
studies have been seen as suitable methods for studying phenomena with limited 
prior insights (Eriksson and Kovalainen, 2008). The research method used in this 
study is a comparative case study of emerging innovation ecosystems that are 
forming around a technology platform in two different locations. The case study 
method is useful when the research considers the reasons or nature of a phenomenon 
and the researcher itself has little control over the events (Yin, 2009). The 
comparison of two contrasting cases can yield better understanding of social 
phenomena (Bryman and Bell, 2003), which is why the comparative case design was 
chosen for this thesis.  

Furthermore, abductive research approach is used in this thesis. With abductive 
research approach empirical findings and theoretical literature can be analyzed in an 
iterative process, in which they are constantly compared, combined and refined 
(Dubois and Gadde, 2002). In abductive research, theory and empirical observations 
are not tested against each other over the course of the research in order to validate 
the credibility of chosen theory. Instead, theoretical frameworks and empirical 
findings are studied in cycles in order to reach the theoretical explanation of the 
studied empirical phenomenon (Kovács and Spens, 2005). This research approach is 
widely used in case studies as it deepens the understanding of the case and allows 
better construction of theory towards theoretical generalizations (Eisenhardt, 1989). 
In abductive research, the researcher’s role as a final arbiter between competing 
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explanations is explicitly accepted (Ketokivi and Mantere, 2010). In this thesis, 
abductive reasoning played a key role in the research process and guided the 
development of the theoretical framework that best explains empirical observations 
and reflects the theoretical concepts when conducting the empirical analysis. 

� RESEARCH CONTEXT 
This thesis will present a comparative case study of two emerging innovation 
ecosystems that are forming around a technology platform in two different locations. 
The platform studied in this research is Nokia’s innovation platform that was 
launched to the public in November 2016. The Nokia Innovation Platform offers 
Nokia’s core technologies (e.g. private LTE-network technology, including radio 
access, hosted core network and cloud service) as a foundation for external 
innovators to build their complementary components, namely Internet of Things –
applications and services, on top of the platform. The author of this thesis has been 
employed by Nokia to conduct this research. The research aims to increase practical 
understanding on how to support the emergence of an innovation ecosystem and 
support the co-creation of value on the platform.  

� STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
This thesis is organized to four parts: to introduction (I), theoretical background (II), 
empirical study (III) and discussion (IV). The first part (1) of this thesis explains the 
motivation for the research, introduces the research problem and objectives of this 
study. In addition, the research approach, methods and context are discussed. The 
second part (II) of the thesis consists of a literature review of the relevant scientific 
literature on the studied phenomenon. More precisely, the platform concept is 
outlined, the characteristics of industry platforms are presented, mechanisms 
supporting platform participation are explored and the theoretical understanding on 
the evolution and orchestration of innovation ecosystems is considered.  

The third part (III) of the thesis describes the empirical study of this thesis. The case 
context, data collection and analysis methods are discussed. In the end of this part 
empirical findings are presented. The fourth part (IV) of the thesis is dedicated to the 
discussion that compares the empirical findings to the theoretical framework. 
Furthermore, conclusions of the study are presented and implications of the research 
are discussed. The fourth part of the thesis ends with the evaluation of the research. 
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II THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

2.�PLATFORM CONCEPT 
The term platform is understood in multiple ways in different contexts and 
industries. The Oxford English Dictionary defines platform as “a raised level surface 
on which people or things can stand, usually a discrete structure intended for a 
particular activity or operation”. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the 
concept derives from the sixteenth century and it has had other meanings for nearly 
as long. The term platform has also referred to “a design, a concept, an idea; 
(something serving as) a pattern or model” in the Oxford English Dictionary. More 
recently, the concept of platform has been evolving through research in different 
streams of literature focusing on products and technological systems and has been 
especially popular in the ICT industry (Baldwin and Woodard, 2008; Thomas et al., 
2014; Porch et al., 2015). The usage of the term platform has increased exponentially 
over the last few decades and has become nearly ubiquitous, which demonstrates the 
topicality of the phenomenon (Gawer and Cusumano, 2014; Thomas et al., 2014; 
Porch et al., 2015).  This chapter explores the history and the various definitions of 
the platform concept and presents the platform definition used in this thesis. 

� THE EVOLUTION OF THE PLATFORM CONCEPT 
As platforms have become the center of interest of academic scholars in different 
disciplines and the term is used widely in different contexts, the literature on 
platforms has remained fragmented. Consequently, the definition of the term 
platform is still somewhat inconsistent in the literature and often it can remain 
unclear how authors actually define a platform. (Thomas et al. 2014; Porch et al. 
2015) Recently, the term platform is often defined as a system of systems that 
connects various actors across organizational boundaries and engages them to value-
adding activities (Mattila et al. 2016; Seppälä et al. 2015). Furthermore, the platform 
can be explained as an open, participative infrastructure for interactions between 
ecosystem actors, which also sets governing conditions for interaction (Parker et al., 
2016). Platforms can have various forms in their structure and appearance, as they 
can be either physical or digital platforms (such as shopping malls or online stores) 
(Baldwin and Woodard, 2008). Digital platforms have been defined as “information 
technology systems upon which different actors – that is, users, service providers 
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and other stakeholders across organizational boundaries – can carry out value-adding 
activities in a multi-sided market environment governed by agreed boundary 
resources” (Seppälä et al. 2015: 2).  

Literature suggests that the definition of the platform concept has evolved through 
three overlapping waves of research focusing on products, technological systems and 
transactions (Baldwin and Woodard, 2008). In the first wave, product development 
researchers used the term to describe solutions for new generation or family of 
products in a company (Baldwin and Woodard, 2008). A good example of a 
successful product platform is Nokia’s 3310/1200/1100 product families. These 
kinds of companies’ internal product platforms are based on modularity or variation 
on scale, i.e. the same technology is used differently to better suit targeted market 
segments (Seppälä et al. 2015). In the second wave, the platform owners were seen 
as dominant players in the industry that were able to control industrial network in 
their field (Baldwin and Woodard, 2008). A good example of such technology 
platform owner is Microsoft with its Windows operating system. With Windows 
operating system it became possible for Microsoft to control the competition in the 
platform, for example by setting its own Internet browser as default in its platform to 
hinder the success of competing browsers. This kind of competition between 
platforms was a significant force in industry level and could determine the success or 
failure of firms and also the evolution of product designs. Later on this second phase 
of research, platforms were defined as products, services or technologies provided by 
one or more companies that act as a basis for complementary innovation (Seppälä et 
al. 2015). In this phase of research, Gawer and Cusumano (2002) developed a 
general framework of platform leadership in rapidly evolving product systems. 

In the third wave of platform research, industrial economists defined platforms as 
products, services or organizations that act as intermediaries or marketplaces 
between two or more parties (Baldwin and Woodard, 2008). Thus, recently it has 
been increasingly popular to consider platforms as multi-sided markets or networks 
that bring together different types of users and facilitate interactions between them. 
(e.g. Armstrong 2006; Boudreau & Hagiu 2008; Eisenmann et al. 2006; Evans 2003; 
Gawer & Cusumano 2014; Hagiu 2014; Hagiu & Yoffie 2009; Rochet & Tirole 
2004). However, in the recent platform literature platforms have been considered as 
system of systems that offer basis for complementary innovation (Hagiu and Yoffie, 
2009; Tiwana et al., 2010; Gawer and Cusumano, 2014). The definition of a digital 
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platform by Seppälä et al. (2015) that was presented earlier combines well these 
views on multi-sidedness and reliance of complementary innovation. 

� PLATFORM DEFINITIONS 
The term platform has been widely used in management literature and the concept of 
it has been used differently in different literature streams. Thomas et al. (2014) have 
created a systematic review on platform literature and define the theoretical concept 
of platform. According to Thomas et al. (2014) different platform streams can be 
divided into four different categories: organizational, product family, market 
intermediary and platform ecosystem streams. Organizational platforms are 
described as organizational structures that store organizational capabilities, which 
are seen as primary drivers of value creation. Product family platforms on the other 
hand are described as stable core assets of product families. These product families 
are understood as a group of product variants for a specific markets and niches 
within market segments. In the market intermediary platform stream (also referred as 
multi-sided markets by Gawer and Cusumano (2014)) platforms are understood as a 
link between two or more markets or even groups of producers and users. Lastly, the 
platform ecosystem literature stream defines platforms as central points of control or 
hubs of technology-based business networks. (Thomas et al., 2014)  

Furthermore, Gawer and Cusumano (2014) have categorized platforms into two 
different categories. In their research, they have identified two predominant types of 
platforms: external or industry platforms and internal or company-specific platforms. 
Industry platforms are defined as base structures that combine company’s 
technologies, products or services in a way that external companies can easily 
develop their own complementary products, services or technology on top of it. 
These external companies are often organized as business ecosystems that participate 
in ecosystem innovation. Network effects are associated with industry platforms, as 
the platform gets more valuable for its owner and users when more users adopt and 
use the platform. (Gawer and Cusumano, 2014) 

Internal or company-specific platforms are defined as “a set of assets organized in a 
common structure form which a company can efficiently develop and produce a 
stream of derivative products” (Gawer and Cusumano, 2014: 2). The term platform 
has been popularly used in the context of new product development and incremental 
innovation around reusable components and technologies. A company can build new 
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products or create new features on existing products by combining these components 
by itself or with its suppliers. As a result, these components act as a platform for the 
creation of new products and services. Industry platforms and internal platforms are 
similar in a way that they both provide a base of reusable components or 
technologies. However, with industry platforms, this foundation is open for external 
companies whereas with internal platforms the foundation is closed and aimed only 
for firm-specific purposes. (Gawer and Cusumano, 2014) 

In their systematic platform literature review, Porch et al. (2015) have made similar 
classification of the concept as Gawer and Cusumano (2014). Porch et al. (2015) 
categorize platforms as interior and exterior platforms similarly as Gawer and 
Cusumano (2014) have categorized internal (company) and external (industry) 
platforms. Interior platforms are defined as “processes, designs and capabilities of 
developing product families from a core underlying platform comprised of 
subsystems and interfaces within an organization” (Porch et al. 2015: 9). Exterior 
platform is understood as an open system that “facilitates complementary product or 
service development by third parties (complementors) and interaction between 
distinct participant groups to form multi-sided markets” (Porch, Timbrell and 
Rosemann, 2015).  

 

Figure 1 Interior platform elements (Porch et al. 2015) 

The exterior platform is identified as more complex than interior platforms due to the 
reliance on complementary innovations that fundamentally change the traditional 
linear value creation process to more complex processes between multiple 
organizations. In addition, the different literature streams identified by Thomas et al. 
(2014) can be seen to fit this kind of external-internal classification of platforms. 
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Organizational capability platforms and product family platforms can be classified as 
internal platforms, whereas market intermediary and technology system platforms 
can be seen to fit in the categorization of external platforms. Thus, the reviews on 
platform literature have fairly similar and interconnected conclusions. Figures 1 and 
2 show interior and exterior platforms illustrated by Porch et al. (2015). 

 

Figure 2 Exterior platform elements (Porch et al., 2015) 

Recently there has also been growing literature that studies platforms as business 
models instead of pure technology infrastructures (Choudary et al. 2016). Indeed, 
Gawer (2014) has identified two differing views on platforms in the literature. 
Gawer (2014) argues that platforms are discussed in the literature either in 
engineering or economics perspectives that define platforms in a different way. The 
economics perspective discusses platforms as multi-sided markets that connect 
different actors together and facilitates the value exchange between them. On the 
other hand, the engineering perspective considers platforms as technology 
architectures or modular systems that enable the creation of complementary 
innovation by third party companies. Gawer (2014) proposes an integrative 
framework for combining these views on platforms. She suggests that platforms can 
be seen as evolving organizations or meta-organizations that “(1) federate and 
coordinate constitutive agents who can innovate and compete; (2) create value by 
generating and harnessing economies of scope in supply or/and in demand; and (3) 
entail a modular technological architecture composed of a core and a periphery” 
(Gawer, 2014: 1239). Furthermore, Gawer (2014) classifies platforms into three 
different categories based on their organizational form: to internal platforms 
(organization’s internal), supply chain platforms (between supply chain 
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organizations) and industry platforms (innovation ecosystems within industry). This 
categorization differs from the ones by Gawer and Cusumano (2014) and by Porch et 
al. (2015) namely by separating supply chain platform as its own category, whereas 
in other categorizations it is classified as an external or as an exterior platform. 

Table 1 summarizes different platform concepts are summarized based on how they 
are presented in the existing literature. The findings listed in the table illustrate the 
complex context of the platform concept and provide an overview of the platform 
literature for further reading. 

Table 1 Different platform concepts 

Author \ Degree of 
opennes 

Closed Open 

Baldwin and 
Woodard (2008) 

Product platform Technology 
system 

Market 
intermediary/ 
marketplace 

Thomas et al. 
(2014) 

Organizational 
platform 

Product 
family 

Technology 
system 

Market 
intermediary 

Gawer and 
Cusumano (2014) 

Internal (company-
specific) 

External (industry) 

Porch et al. (2015) Interior Exterior 

Gawer (2014) Internal (within 
organization) 

Supply 
chain 
(suppliers + 
assemblers) 

Industry 
(platform leader 
+ 
complementors) 

In this thesis, the term platform is understood as how Gawer and Cusumano (2014) 
define an external industry platform and Porch et al. (2015) an exterior platform. 
However, the literature reviewed in this thesis combine the literature streams in 
market intermediate market stream as well as platform ecosystem stream as Thomas 
et al. (2014) categorize them. Platforms are thus considered both in inter-
organizational network perspective as well as through perspective of technical 
architecture, as in this thesis platform ecosystems are understood as innovation 
networks forming around technology platforms. The next chapter explores the 
characteristics of industry platforms more in-depth. 
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3.�CHARASTERISTICS OF INDUSTRY 
PLATFORMS 

Industry platforms can be defined as foundation technologies or services that solve 
an essential challenge for broader, interdependent ecosystem of actors (Gawer and 
Cusumano, 2008). The main difference between an internal and an industry platform 
is that industry platforms are designed in a way that allows external companies to 
create complementary innovations on top of the platform that results in unknown end 
results and vast scope for innovation (Gawer and Cusumano, 2014). Therefore, 
industry platforms are dependent on third party companies that develop 
complementary innovations on top of the platform. Together with a platform owner, 
these third party innovators, also referred as complementors, form an innovation 
ecosystem that enables significant increase in value creation for the whole platform 
through network effects (Cusumano and Gawer, 2002; Gawer and Cusumano, 2008; 
Evans and Gawer, 2016; Van Alstyne et al., 2016). Seppälä et al.  (2015) suggest 
that in recent years the greatest profits have been achieved with platforms that are 
open for complementary innovations. 

This chapter presents some of the most distinctive characteristics of industry 
platforms including platform leadership, multi-sided markets and network effects. In 
the end of this chapter the shift from pipeline business to platform ecosystem model 
is discussed. 

� PLATFORM LEADERSHIP 
Platform leadership describes the ability of a certain company to drive industry-wide 
innovation with an evolving system of separately developed pieces of technology 
(Cusumano and Gawer, 2002). They are central players in the ecosystem, but still 
highly dependent on innovations and investments of other firms. However, platform 
leaders have different alternative strategies that they can use to guide the direction of 
complementary innovations of third-party developers. According to Gawer and 
Cusumano (2014), platform leaders are thus organizations that “manage to 
successfully establish their product, service, or technology, as an industry platform 
and rise to a position where they can influence the trajectory of the overall 
technological and business system of which the platform is a core element” (Gawer 
& Cusumano 2014: 9). 
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Companies that have become platform leaders share certain characteristics. Firstly, 
the platform leader needs to have a vision of the future that is embraced by the 
platform complementors (Cusumano and Gawer, 2002; Gawer and Cusumano, 2008, 
2014). Hagel et al. (2008) suggest that this kind of vision can be understood as a 
strategy that aims to create incentives and capabilities for large-scale distributed 
innovation. They suggest that a successful platform strategy consists of three 
interrelated elements: a “shaping” view, a “shaping” platform and “shaping” acts and 
assets. Hagel et al. (2008) argue that these three elements enable the attraction of 
critical mass of participants, which are needed for the platform success. The 
“shaping” view is a clear long-term vision of the direction of the market or industry, 
which expresses the value creation opportunities for all ecosystem participants 
(Hagel et al. 2008). 

Furthermore, the “shaping” platform is a set of clearly defined standards and 
practices that helps to organize and support the activities of several participants. It 
enables the participants to do more with less and interact with each other. The 
company’s “shaping” acts and assets on the other hand are needed to convince the 
platform participants that the platform owner has what it takes to succeed, but also to 
reassure the participants for its non-competitive position towards them. Overall, a 
successful platform provides high functionality, decreases adoption costs and 
supports revenue creation for participants, which in turn encourage creation of 
complementary innovations and helps to build a vivid ecosystem. Moreover, creation 
of a successful platform strategy requires risk taking, unique insights on the market 
changes and a strong management that drives and encourages the strategy 
implementation and also coordinates efforts with third parties (Hagel et al. 2008). 

Gawer and Cusumano (2008) also propose certain requirements for platform owners 
that aspire to be platform leaders. They argue that in order to the platform be 
successful two requirements should be fulfilled. Firstly, platform should solve a 
critical problem within an industry and perform at least one core function within 
larger system of systems. The requirement is fulfilled when the system cannot 
function without the platform technology. Secondly, the platform should be easy to 
connect to and build upon complementary components, and thus expanding the 
system of systems. Furthermore, Gawer and Cusumano (2008) suggest that the 
platform should be open enough to allow new and even unintended end-uses. 
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Therefore, unspecified third parties should be allowed easy access to the platform in 
order to increase the creation of complementary innovation in the ecosystem. 

Furthermore, in order to be a successful platform leader, the platform strategy should 
combine both technological and business perspectives. Technology strategy of a 
platform includes the decision related to platform design, such as platform 
architecture and interfaces. Platform business strategy includes decisions related to 
different incentives for creation of complementary innovations on top of the platform 
(Gawer and Cusumano, 2008). 

� MULTI-SIDED MARKETS 
Multi-sided markets enable the creation of network effects. Multi-sided markets refer 
to markets that serve two or multiple different customers. In multi-sided markets 
there are direct or indirect network effects between the customers, and a third party 
takes care of interactions and transactions between these different partners. 
(Choudary et al. 2016; Van Alstyne et al. 2016) Multi-sided markets can be 
considered as inter-organizational networks that form around platforms. These types 
of industrial networks are often referred as platform ecosystems.  Furthermore, 
multi-sided platforms can be defined as technologies, products or services that 
enable value creation by facilitating direct interactions between two or more user 
groups. Multi-sided platforms decrease the search and transaction costs of 
participants without taking the ownership of products or services whose transactions 
are facilitated (Hagiu and Yoffie, 2009; Hagiu, 2014). This means that the platform 
operating costs can be kept low and the margin rates high. The different parties 
involved in the multi-sided market transactions have been described in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 Different players in Android’s multi-sided platform ecosystem (Van 
Alstyne et al. 2016) 

Platform owner is often the hub firm in a network, the one who provides the 
foundation for others to build complementary products and services. Platform owner 
controls the platform IP and facilitates the market transactions in the ecosystem. 
Figure 3 presents a good example of a multi-sided market: Google’s Android 
operating system. In the example, Google is the owner and provider of the software 
platform, but there can also be other platform providers in the ecosystem. These 
other providers are one type of users of the platform – they offer interfaces for using 
the platform. For example, different mobile devices would be providers of Android. 
Furthermore, there are two another type of users on the platform: producers and 
consumers. Producers are the creators of platform’s complementary offering, also 
called as “complementors” by Gawer and Cusumano (2014). For example, in 
Android, the producers provide the apps in Google App store. Lastly, consumers are 
known as the users or buyers of the offering. Value is created when these different 
users can exchange data and compatible software through the platform and also gain 
indirect benefits from the platform’s complementary offering. (Van Alstyne et al. 
2016) 
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� NETWORK EFFECTS 
Network effects are one the key concepts in the platform literature, as they have been 
seen as the key driving force for successful platforms (Van Alstyne et al., 2016). In 
economics, network effects are defined as a situation where the value created on the 
platform depends on the number of users in the platform. Every new user of the 
platform adds value for the existing users as well as for the whole platform. As the 
number of users grows, the more value is created in the ecosystem and the more 
attracting the platform becomes for new potential users. (Parker et al., 2016) 
Network effects can be illustrated through an example of phones: the usefulness of a 
phone depends heavily on how many people you can call with it.  

Network effects can be divided into two categories: to direct and indirect network 
effects, sometimes also called as “same-side” and “cross-side” network effects 
(Tiwana, 2013; Gawer and Cusumano, 2014; Hagiu, 2014; Porch et al., 2015; Evans 
and Gawer, 2016; Van Alstyne et al., 2016). Direct network effects are related to the 
effect of growing number of users on one side of the platform to users on the same 
side of the platform. Indirect network effects on the other hand are linked to the 
effect of users on one side of the platform to users on another side of the platform 
(Gawer and Cusumano, 2014; Van Alstyne et al., 2016). Network effects can be 
either positive or negative. Positive network effects increase the overall value of the 
platform for the platform users, and negative network effects decrease the value of 
the platform for platform users when new actors join the platform ecosystem (Parker 
et al., 2016). 

Technical compatibility and interface standards reinforce direct network effects as it 
complicates the use of multiple platforms, “multi-homing”, and can make it costly. 
The direct network effects are positive as long as there is enough technological 
capacity in the platform. Without enough capacity, every new user would 
overburden the platform and cause problems and the direct network effects would 
turn to be negative. On the other hand, positive and negative indirect network effects 
are related to the complementary solutions that the platform partners create. When 
the demand for complementary offerings in the platform grows, the more 
complementary solutions will be provided in the platform and vice versa. However, 
the indirect network effects can turn to be negative when the demand or the amount 
of complementary offering in the platform declines. Thus, the success of platforms 
depends heavily on how well a platform owner can attract new users and 
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complementors to join its platform ecosystem and use network effects to its 
advantage. Through strong network effects, a platform can become a leader in the 
market and can restrict the competition outside the platform and also the market 
entry for rivals. (Gawer and Cusumano, 2014) 

� FROM PIPELINE BUSINESS TO PLATFORM 
BUSINESS  

Platforms fundamentally change the value creation logic in industries. Porter (1985) 
introduced the value creation model in 1985, which has been used decades to explain 
how value is created within companies. In Porter’s (1985) model value creation is 
described as a linear process within an individual company, where value is created 
through processes of different activities during which products gain more and more 
value (see Figure 4). A company’s value chain on the other hand combines larger 
streams of activities within the industry they are operating in. Value is created 
linearly by combining the suppliers’ value chains to the firm’s value chain. The 
created product then goes through value chains of distributors all the way to the end 
customers. Porter (1985) argues that companies sustain their competitive advantage 
by understanding each component in their value systems and managing them 
efficiently. 

 

Figure 4 Porter’s value chain model (1985) 
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Companies that follow Porter’s (1985) value chain logic can be called as “pipeline 
businesses” due to their linear value creation process (Choudary et al. 2016; Van 
Alstyne et al. 2016). According to Van Alstyne et al. (2016) the emergence of 
platform business models fundamentally changes the rules of strategy. Value 
creation processes are no longer linear and tied to the internal processes of 
companies in platform businesses, but value is co-created with ecosystem members. 
The platform owner opens up some of its key technologies that external companies 
can use as a foundation to build up their own solutions. While pipeline businesses 
have to increase their resources the more they want to scale up their production, 
platform businesses are able to utilize network effects to increase the value produced 
without increasing the costs of production. Thus, multi-sided platforms act as an 
enabler of value creation instead of an active value producer. Even though also 
traditional pipeline businesses benefit from economies of scale, platform businesses 
are proven to be able to scale-up on totally different levels. Instead of supply 
economies of scale, in platform businesses the scaling up of value is created through 
demand economies of scale. (Choudary et al. 2016; Van Alstyne et al. 2016; Evans 
& Schmalensee 2016) 

For example, Uber was able to grow from a small startup to one of the biggest 
private taxi company in the world because they concentrated in connecting drivers 
and users instead of owning the cars themselves. Scaling-up the value production 
thus depends on how well they are able to attract players in their platform ecosystem. 
The focus shifts from building high profit margins of the end of the value chain to 
building an active ecosystem around the platform that co-creates value in the 
platform. The focus in organizations thus shifts from in-house innovation to open 
innovation (Parker et al., 2016). However, Van Alstyne et al. (2016) argue that 
companies do not need to choose between the pipeline and platform business model. 
Instead they can incorporate both models in their businesses. For example, some 
traditional pipeline companies such as GE, Nike and Walmart are all trying to 
connect platforms to their business models.  

Van Alstyne et al. (2016) identify three key changes that companies should consider 
when shifting from pipeline business to the development of platforms. The first (1) 
change is that the control from internal resources shifts to orchestrating the whole 
ecosystem’s resources. In pipeline businesses, companies try to gain competitive 
advantage by controlling their internal scarce and inimitable assets whereas in 
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platform businesses the community and the resources its members own and 
contribute become the most valuable assets for the platform owner. The second (2) 
shift is thus that the focus shifts from controlling the internal value chain to the 
orchestration of external interaction. Van Alstyne et al. (2016) thus argue that 
attraction of participants and ecosystem governance becomes the essential skill for 
companies. Lastly, the third key change (3) is the focus shifting from maximizing the 
lifetime value of an individual end-customer value to maximizing the total value of 
the ecosystem. That is, in multisided platforms it can sometimes be beneficial to 
subsidize on side of the market to attract the other side of the market. (Van Alstyne 
et al. 2016) 

4.�MECHANISMS FOR SUPPORTING PLATFORM 
PARTICIPATION 

One of the biggest challenges in platform ecosystem development is the question of 
attracting members to the ecosystem. In literature, this problem is often referred a 
“chicken and egg problem”, which suggests that the key challenge is to attract both 
sides of the multisided platform ecosystem, the producers and users, before the 
platform becomes successful (Evans, 2003; Eisenmann et al., 2008; Gawer and 
Cusumano, 2008; Parker et al., 2016). It is a challenge for companies to decide 
which side of the market they should try to attract first in order to create positive 
indirect network effects and build lively and active ecosystems around their 
platforms. In this chapter, different mechanisms for attracting platform participants 
are considered. However, in order to design the platform as attractive as possible for 
ecosystem member, a platform owner should consider the different motivations of 
partners for joining its ecosystem. Different motivations for platform participation 
are explored in the end of this chapter. 

� PLATFORM DESIGN 
This chapter discusses the different mechanisms related to platform design that 
platform owners can use for attracting platform participants: pricing mechanisms, 
platform architecture decisions as well as platform governance mechanisms are 
presented.  
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Pricing mechanisms 

Pricing can be used as an attraction mechanism for platform participation. In multi-
sided markets platform pricing is determined individually to each platform side 
(Eisenmann et al., 2006). Platform providers can choose to subsidize one side of the 
market in order to reach a critical mass on that side, which then attracts the other side 
of the market to join. Subsidization strategies are thus often used to solve the chicken 
and egg problem in platforms (Evans, 2003; Van Alstyne et al., 2016). 
Consequently, sometimes the platform owner need to sacrifice some of the potential 
profits generated on the platform in order to encourage third-party innovation in the 
ecosystem. Gawer and Cusumano (2008) suggest that one of the biggest challenges 
for platform owners is to balance between ensuring sufficient value capture from the 
platform and incentivizing creation of complementary innovation of third parties. 

Subsidization strategies are thus used to create cross-side network effects to increase 
the value of the platform. Strategies based on subsidization are especially used 
among new proprietary platform owners that subsidize the first platform users in 
order to create positive feedback on the platform as well as network effects. As more 
users join platform owners can charge them fees that offset the subsidies. Eisenmann 
(2008) suggests that companies can try to solve the chicken and egg problem in 
several ways. Firstly, platform providers can use penetration prizing, in which the 
early adopters of the platform are subsidized to decrease their initial investments, but 
the prices are increased after reaching the critical mass of users. Secondly, platform 
owners can support the early growth of the user base by attracting exclusive marquee 
users with whom many other actors would like to interact. This can be done through 
subsidizing the marquee users. Lastly, platform owners can also create 
complementary components to the platform by themselves in order to attract users to 
the platform. (Eisenmann, 2008)  

However, often it is not that clear which side of the platform should be subsidized, or 
should they be subsidized at all, or how much they should be subsidized in order to 
accelerate the platform growth (Eisenmann et al., 2006). Armstrong (2006) suggests 
that the side of the market, which benefits more from interaction with the other side 
of the market, should be charged more for the platform use. Alternatively, fixed fees 
or charges per transactions could be used. Moreover, Hagiu (2014) argues that there 
are three pricing principles the platform owners should follow. Firstly, higher prices 
should be charged from less price-sensitive participants. Secondly, the side of the 
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market that gets higher benefits from the participation of other groups should be 
charged more, if there are no priced transactions between those market sides. Lastly, 
if there is a priced transaction between market sides, the side of the market that gets 
higher value from the other group should be charged more. 

Platform architecture 

One of the challenges platform owners face is solving the trade-off between 
appropriability and adoption of the platform. The platform should be open enough to 
allow third-party developers to create their complementary components and utilize 
network effects in platform growth, but still closed enough in order to keep some 
proprietary parts to gain revenue (Ghazawneh and Henfridsson, 2013). Thus, 
platform owners need to sacrifice some of the benefits to other players in the 
ecosystem (West, 2003). Consequently, platform owners need to define the optimal 
degree of openness of their platform as it affects the growth potential of their 
ecosystems (Cusumano and Gawer, 2002; West, 2003; Eisenmann, 2008; Boudreau 
and Hagiu, 2008; Evans and Schmalensee, 2016; Parker et al., 2016).  

The degree of openness of the platform describes how open the platform is for 
external third parties. A closed platform is limited to the internal use of the 
organization whereas an open platform invites third party innovators to create 
complementary components on top of the platform freely, almost independently 
from the platform owner. The benefit from platform openness comes from the 
increased rate of complementary innovations. Open platforms allow broader 
participation and increased user value that supports faster integration of new features 
as well as better profitability. This is because platforms that encourage creation of 
complementary innovation by third parties better capture network effects and 
decrease the lock-in concerns of users. However, the increased openness of the 
platform often increases technical effort costs in order to achieve interoperability and 
revenues are also partially shared with the ecosystem members. (West, 2003; 
Eisenmann et al., 2008) 

A few design principles for industry platforms can also be identified. The core 
component in the platform acts as a foundation for a modular structure where 
complementors can easily “plug-in” their complementary innovation (Gawer and 
Cusumano, 2014). This kind of modular structure helps to manage complexity and 
reduce interdependency between different modules and supports facilitation of 
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complementary innovation (Tiwana, 2013; Gawer, 2014). A modular structure 
allows the creation and independent design of subsystems that can be integrated to 
the modular platform through well-defined standard interfaces (Van Alstyne, Parker 
and Choudary, 2016). A modular architecture of the platform also supports 
specialization of actors that increases operational efficiency (Tiwana et al., 2010; 
Thomas et al., 2014). Modularity has been found to reduce innovation costs and 
encourage platform contribution of the participants especially when the platform 
interfaces are open. 

Moreover, adding new features to the platform can be an effective way to make the 
platform more attractive to the potential users of the platform. However, changing 
existing features and adding new ones can increase the complexity of the platform 
and decrease the platform attractiveness (Tiwana, 2013; Parker et al., 2016). Thus, 
the literature suggests that the core of the platform should be evolved slowly to 
ensure the continuous use of the key functionalities whereas the functionalities in the 
platform periphery can be changed and adapted in a faster phase. This supports the 
stability of the ecosystem and encourages users to make a contribution on the 
platform (Parker et al., 2016). 

Platform governance 

The balance between platform control and encouraging third party innovation can be 
achieved by using so called boundary resources. Boundary resources refer to 
software development tools, APIs1, regulations and other technical and non-technical 
interfaces between the platform owner and ecosystem partners. Boundary resources 
are needed in order to support third parties to develop and maintain complementary 
components on the platform and also to guide the behavior of these actors (Seppälä 
et al., 2015). Boundary resources can include for example technical standards and 
interfaces, rules and procedures, definition on the division of tasks, provided support 
for the external innovators, documentation and shared information (Boudreau & 
Hagiu, 2008). Seppälä et al. (2015) have categorized boundary resources into 
cooperative and technical boundary resources. Cooperative boundary resources refer 
to contracts between complementors and the platform owner. Technical boundary 

                                                        
1An application programming interface is defined as a technology that facilitates exchanging messages 
or data between two or more different software applications (Software Engineering Institute, 2003) 
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resources on the other hand are interfaces that ensure multilayer technical 
compatibility of the platform and complementary components. The implementation 
of boundary resources lowers barriers to entry to the platform and encourages the 
creation of complementary innovations, which then supports the creation of positive 
network effects (Mattila et al., 2016).  

Moreover, boundary resources have been found to be as a powerful tool in reducing 
negative network effects by limiting and selecting platform participants and guiding 
their actions (Ghazawneh & Henfridsson, 2013). For example, boundary resources 
can reduce complexity, uncertainty, asymmetric information and coordination 
problems in the ecosystem (Boudreau & Hagiu, 2008). Furthermore, Van Alstyne et 
al. (2016) suggest that boundary resources also have the ability to solve market 
failures. Market failures are situations in which unfair interactions occur.  These 
kinds of market failures include for example “lemons market failure”, which 
happens when asymmetric information leads low-quality suppliers to drive out high-
quality ones in the market (Van Alstyne et al., 2016). In addition, excessive 
competition on one side of the market can reduce the incentive to invest in the 
creation of high quality complementary innovations. Furthermore, market failure can 
occur if platform participants fail to act in a way that brings benefits to the platform 
and other platform participants. Hagieu (2014) suggests that boundary resources 
should be enforced when these kind of market failures occur. 

Overall, enabling easy integration to the platform and supporting the creation of 
complementary innovation through boundary resources is vital for encouraging 
platform participation and supporting the platform growth. Platforms should be 
designed to facilitate interactions between different platform users to support the 
creation and exchange of valuable goods and services through the platform. This can 
be done through offering diverse cooperative and technical boundary resources for 
the platform users, for example through integrating essential functionalities and tools 
to the modular platform architecture. However, in some circumstances it might be 
beneficial to increase the barriers for the platform access, for example integrating a 
quality control mechanism to the platform that discourages the entry of undesirable 
complementors. Consequently, a platform owner can encourage desirable behaviors 
on the platform and discourage value-destroying ones. (Parker et al., 2016) 

In addition to providing effortless integration to the platform, the platform owner 
should manage the relationships with companies providing the complementary 
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innovation to the platform. Platform leaders should be able to balance between 
pursuing consensus and control between ecosystem members. Therefore, the 
platform should be designed to be compatible with products and services of 
complementors, while influencing their decisions and behavior on the platform. 
Literature suggests that reaching consensus among the ecosystem often requires one 
key organization that has control over the interfaces and processes on the platform. 
Platform leader should enable the creation of complementary innovation while 
convincing the industry players that the platform creates benefits for the whole 
ecosystem. Thus, a platform leader should be able to sacrifice some of its short-term 
benefits for the common good in order to establish credibility of the platform and to 
influence future technical standards and designs. In conclusion, platform leaders 
should focus on building inter-organizational relationships that are beneficial for 
diverse ecosystem partners and hence support the creation of an active ecosystem 
around the platform. (Cusumano and Gawer, 2002; Gawer and Cusumano, 2014) 

� MOTIVATING FACTORS FOR PLATFORM 
PARTICIPATION 

In order to attract participants to a platform and engage them to co-creation of value 
in an ecosystem, it is beneficial to consider what kind of motivating factors are 
important for the participants (Battistella & Nonino 2012; Antikainen & Vaataja 
2010; Ritala et al. 2013). The platform owner should aim to make the platform 
environment as attracting as possible for potential ecosystem members, as the 
engagement of the members to the platform is one of the most critical challenges for 
platform providers (Hagiu, 2014).  Recent studies on motivations for collective and 
open innovation have used the categorization of different motivations to intrinsic and 
extrinsic motivation (Antikainen & Vaataja 2010; Battistella & Nonino 2012). 
Intrinsic motivation refers to actions that are based on personal interest and 
satisfaction instead of external pressures or rewards (Ryan and Deci, 2000).  

Furthermore, intrinsic motivations can be divided into two different dimensions: 1) 
the individual or enjoyment-based intrinsic motivations or 2) the social, obligation, 
or community-based intrinsic motivation (Battistella & Nonino 2012). Examples of 
the different individual- and social-driven intrinsic motivations for collective and 
open innovation in platforms are categorized by Battistella and Nonino (2012) and 
listed in Table 2. 
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Table 2 Intrinsic motivations for platform participation (Battistella & Nonino 
2012) 

1) Intrinsic individual-
driven motivations 

§ Entrepreneurial mindset 
§ Opportunity to express individual creativity 
§ Care for community, sense of membership 
§ Enjoyment, fun and entertainment 
§ Psychological compensation and sense of 

efficacy 

2) Intrinsic social-driven 
motivations 

§ Sense of cooperation in the area of interest 
§ Social responsibility 

Intrinsic individual-driven motivations include entrepreneurial mindset that refers to 
a natural entrepreneurial tendency of an individual. Opportunity to express 
individual creativity refers to possibilities in the platform to use creativity and 
artistic talent, which can be often limited by routines at work. Care for community 
and sense of membership are motivational factors that come from human natural 
tendency to join a group, to feel part of a community and to be responsible for other 
members in the community. Enjoyment, fun and entertainment refer to personal 
pleasure that arises from doing what one enjoys. Psychological compensation and 
sense of efficacy comes from feelings that people can get from participating and 
contributing to the achievement of a collaborative project.  Intrinsic social-driven 
motivations on the other hand include sense of cooperation in the area of interest, 
which refers to a feeling in which participants feel obliged to contribute to their area 
of interest. Social responsibility (also called as ideology) is linked with ideals of 
sustainability that motivates participants. (Battistella & Nonino 2012) 

Furthermore, extrinsic motivations describe activities that have a specific goal and 
are driven by different types incentives or rewards derived from the external 
environment (Ryan and Deci, 2000). These incentives can be tangible or intangible 
rewards (Roberts et al., 2006). Tangible rewards refer to material rewards such as 
money, products or software tools and intangible rewards refer to moral reward 
(doing the right thing), social contacts and symbolic rewards. Incentives are used as 
a means to engage contributors to collaboration. Furthermore, extrinsic motivations 
can be categorized into 1) economic, 2) professional and 3) social motivations. 
Economic motivations are related to actions that lead directly or indirectly to 
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economic advantages of both individuals and companies. Professional motivations 
are related to actions that lead professional advantages, and social motivations to the 
different responsibilities and obligations that arise from the social environment of 
platform contributors (Battistella & Nonino 2012; Bonaccorsi & Rossi 2006). The 
different economic, professional and social motivations for platform participation are 
listed in Table 3 below. 

Table 3 Extrinsic motivations for platform participation (Battistella & Nonino 
2012) 

1) Extrinsic economic motivation § Monetary rewards 
§ Free products 
§ Free services 

2) Extrinsic professional motivation § Learning 
§ Reputation 
§ Recognition 
§ Reciprocity 

3) Extrinsic social motivation § Sense of obligation to contribute 
§ Social capital 

Extrinsic economic motivation includes monetary rewards, free products and 
services. Monetary rewards are the traditional reason why individuals and companies 
use their resources to participate in collaborative projects. The literature suggests 
that there is a positive correlation between the intensity of contributors’ participation 
in collaborative projects and the amount of money received. Free products and 
services are substitutes for monetary rewards, as they provide an economic benefit 
for the contributors. (Battistella & Nonino 2012) 

Extrinsic professional motivations include learning, reputation, recognition and 
reciprocity. Learning refers to desire for developing competences and acquiring new 
skills, reputation on the other hand to improving and increasing the perceived value 
of one’s work, which can enhance participants’ economic conditions. Recognition 
refers to respect, reputation and credibility that participants can gain through the 
community. Furthermore, reciprocity describes the possibility to create continuous 
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and durable exchange relationships with other ecosystem members. (Battistella & 
Nonino 2012) 

Extrinsic social motivations are for example sense of obligation to contribute and 
social capital. When the level of individual responsibility is increased, participants 
can feel compelled to succeed in a project, as they have been trusted and respected in 
a collaborative project. Moreover, social capital as a motivation is referring to a set 
of formal and informal relationships that can bring value to participants and supports 
the smooth operation in the community. (Battistella & Nonino 2012) 

Overall, there can be various motivations for platform participation. It is useful for a 
platform owner to understand the driving forces behind platform participation in 
order to build and design the platform as attractive as possible for the potential 
ecosystem members. Battistella and Nonino’s (2012) categorization of motivations 
for collective and open innovation creates a base for understanding the different 
motivations for platform participation. The categorization is used as a theoretical 
foundation for the empirical research in this thesis. 

5. BUILDING AND MANAGING INNOVATION 
ECOSYSTEMS 

In addition to designing the platform as attractive as possible for potential platform 
participants, a platform leader needs to focus on building and managing mutually 
benefiting inter-organizational relationships in the ecosystem (Cusumano and 
Gawer, 2002; Gawer and Cusumano, 2014). Thus, in order to support the emergence 
of an innovation ecosystem around a technology platform, it is beneficial for a 
platform owner to understand what factors support the formation of ties in 
ecosystems and how the ecosystem can be orchestrated to facilitate the co-creation 
of value on the platform. 

This chapter explores some of the relevant existing literature on formation and 
orchestration of innovation ecosystems. First, the concept of an innovation 
ecosystem is discussed, after which the formation of inter-organizational ties in 
innovation ecosystems are explored. In the end of this chapter different ecosystem 
orchestration processes are presented.  
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� THE CONCEPT OF AN INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM 
A firm’s ecosystem can be defined as “the community of organizations, institutions, 
and individuals that impact the enterprise and the enterprises’ customers and 
suppliers” (Teece 2009: 16). Innovation ecosystems on the other hand can be 
understood as a loosely interconnected network of companies that co-create value 
around a platform and are dependent on each other for their overall effectiveness and 
survival (Moore, 1993; Iansiti and Levien, 2004). Ecosystem members tend to 
collaborate and compete while developing complementary components based on a 
shared set of technologies, knowledge and skills that comprise a platform. Platforms 
have become a vehicle for ecosystem partners to access external capabilities in the 
ecosystem as well as to accelerate their individual innovation and financial 
performance (Gawer and Cusumano, 2014). 

� FORMATION OF INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL TIES IN 
INNOVATION ECOSYSTEMS 

Especially in the early stages of ecosystem formation, it is useful for a platform 
owner to understand what factors support the formation of inter-organizational ties. 
Even though open platforms enable the collaboration between distant ecosystem 
actors, often the relationships with the first ecosystem members initiate from 
interpersonal relationships between ecosystem actors. This chapter explores different 
factors that support the formation of inter-organizational ties in innovation 
ecosystems. 

From interpersonal to inter-organizational ties 

Inter-organizational relationships often initiate through interpersonal relationships. 
These individuals forming ties across organizational boundaries can be called as 
“boundary spanners” (Brass et al., 2010). The relationships between boundary 
spanners can be explained through strong and weak ties (Granovetter, 1973). These 
ties describe how both material and immaterial resource flow between actors 
(Granovetter, 1973). In innovation networks, interpersonal relationships are the basis 
for knowledge transfer and co-creation of value between ecosystem members. The 
strength of relationship ties can be explained by the concept of social proximity, in 
which social proximity describes social embeddedness between boundary spanners 
(Boschma, 2005). According to Boschma (2005) the relationships between different 
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actors are socially embedded when they involve trust that is based on friendship, 
kinship or experience. The literature on embeddedness suggests that economic 
relations are always embedded in social context to some extent (Granovetter, 1985; 
Boschma, 2005). Accordingly, social ties formed around individual actors do affect 
economic outcomes. 

Granovetter (1983) suggests that both strong and weak ties have an important role in 
network formation. Strong ties between individual actors facilitate organizational 
learning and innovation (Boschma, 2005).  They facilitate the flow of tacit 
knowledge that is otherwise much harder to communicate and transfer through 
different entities. Strong relationship ties between boundary spanners also 
encourages open attitude to collaboration instead of calculative and narrow market 
orientation towards cost reduction (Lundvall, 1990; Boschma, 2005). This has been 
seen as a prerequisite for interactive learning (Boschma, 2005). Furthermore, 
Boschma (2005) argues that strong social proximity reduces the risk of opportunistic 
behavior, as possible problems between organizations are more likely to be solved 
with durable and committed relationships between individual actors.  

However, strong relationship ties can also bring negative effects to network 
formation. When relationships become too embedded among network partners, the 
risk of opportunism can become underestimated (Uzzi, 1997; Boschma, 2005). 
Furthermore, strong long-term relationships or high mutual commitment can harm 
the capability of learning and innovation by locking network members to established 
ways of doing things (Visser and Boschma, 2004; Boschma, 2005). This can also 
disable the access to the information existing beyond the network, for example in the 
case of closed network where the entry of outsiders and their new ideas is restricted 
(Uzzi, 1997; Boschma, 2005). Weak ties on the other hand are essential for 
providing access to novel information situated outside the network by bridging 
otherwise disconnected actors together (Granovetter, 1973; Hansen, 1999).  This 
increases organizations capability to learn and share knowledge outside the 
network’s boundaries and avoid the lock-in effect. 

Weak and strong ties have thus their own roles in facilitating knowledge transfer 
between ecosystem members. While strong ties enable the transfer of tacit 
knowledge, weak ties support the flow of novel information. For that reason, Uzzi 
(1997) suggests that the optimal network structure is the combination of arms-length 
ties and embedded ties. Arms-length ties describe weak relationships between 
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boundary spanners: there is a lack of reciprocity between partners, interaction is not 
continuous and it is focused on narrow economic transactions. In embedded 
relationships, business relationships have more personal nature and thus form more 
strong ties between network actors. (Uzzi, 1997) 

Furthermore, social proximity facilitates informal knowledge exchange between 
boundary spanners. According to Breschi and Lissoni (2003, 2006) social 
embeddedness deriving from personal acquaintances through common working 
experiences plays a significant role in knowledge exchange based on reciprocity. 
Consequently, existing research suggest that companies tend to connect because their 
employees used to work for the same organization in the past (Agarwal, Gupta and 
Kraut, 2008). Social proximity plays a key role in the formation of new network 
relations when two nodes are introduced to one another by a common third with 
whom both nodes already have a network relationship (Boschma and Martin, 2010). 
A platform owner that is establishing an innovation ecosystem around its platform 
can thus benefit from the interpersonal relationships formed with ecosystem 
members in order to attract new members to its platform. 

Trust and institutional support 

The existing research highlights the importance of trust in building inter-
organizational networks (e.g. Brass et al. 2004). Zaheer et al. (1998) suggest that 
interpersonal trust between two boundary spanners facilitates the formation of inter-
organizational ties. However, they propose that even though ties originate because of 
interpersonal trust, the success of inter-organizational cooperation is dependent on 
inter-organizational trust where a boundary spanner in a certain organization trusts 
the other organization, but not necessarily a particular individual within the 
organization (Zaheer et al., 1998). In addition, the platform literature acknowledges 
the importance of trust among ecosystem members. A platform leader needs to 
convince the ecosystem participants that it has what it takes to the platform be 
successful, but also to sacrifice short-term interests for the common good. This 
requires initiation of trust among industry players (Cusumano and Gawer, 2002). 

Social proximity was defined through social embeddedness between the agents in 
micro-level. Institutional proximity on the other hand is associated with 
embeddedness between institutions at the macro-level. Formal institutions such as 
laws as well as informal institutions such as cultural norms and values have an 
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impact on the extent and the way organizations coordinate their actions (Boschma 
and Frenken, 2010). Consequently, Boschma (2005) suggests that social and 
institutional proximity are often strongly interconnected as the ways intra- and inter-
organizational relations are governed are deeply embedded in institutional settings. 
Institutions can be either constraining or enabling mechanisms affecting knowledge 
transfer, interactive learning and thus innovation. A common language, shared 
habits, a law system protecting ownership and intellectual property rights provide 
basis for inter-organizational economic action and interactive learning (Boschma, 
2005). Furthermore, Maskell and Malmberg (1999) suggest that a culture of shared 
trust is an enabling factor for learning and innovation. 

However, institutional proximity can also become a constraining factor for 
innovation and interactive learning. Too much institutional proximity can create a 
lock-in situation, where there are no opportunities for newcomers. Furthermore, it 
can also lead to institutional inertia, which constrains the development of 
innovations that require building up new or restructuring of old institutional 
structures (Boschma, 2005). Nevertheless, lack of institutional proximity hinders 
collective action and innovation because of the weak formal institutions and lack of 
common values and a social cohesion. According to Boschma (2005), an effective 
institutional structure balances between institutional stability (reduction of 
uncertainty and opportunism), openness (available opportunities for newcomers) and 
flexibility (experimentation with new institutions). Furthermore, institutional system 
should balance power relations to prevent organizations and big institutional players 
to take control of the system and use it only for their advantage. (Boschma, 2005) 

Geographic proximity 

The literature on inter-organizational networks argue that geographical proximity is 
the main supporting factor for network formation as greater amount of interaction 
occurs between agents that are geographically close (Hoekman et al., 2009). Even 
though platforms enable digital interactions between participants, attracting the first 
ecosystem members might be easier when the actors are co-located. Geographical 
proximity can be defined as the physical distance between actors (Boschma, 2005). 
The physical distance can be understood in terms of absolute distance between actors 
(e.g. kilometers) or through relative terms such as travel time or perception of 
distance (Knoben and Oerlemans, 2006). Close geographical proximity facilitates 
planned and spontaneous face-to-face interactions that foster effective learning and 
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innovation (Knoben and Oerlemans, 2006). Face-to-face interaction is easier and 
cheaper to organize when network actors are co-located. However, the need for 
geographical proximity, or to say face-to-face interactions, can be also realized 
through temporary co-location. For example, actors can be brought together by 
means of conferences, fairs and business meetings (Torre and Rallet, 2005; Torre, 
2008). Furthermore, geographical proximity supports the formation of information 
contacts as well as facilitates the exchange of especially tacit knowledge between 
actors and thus fosters creation of new knowledge and innovation (Boschma, 2005). 
Thus, a platform owner that is aiming to build an innovation ecosystem around its 
platform might find useful to interact with geographically close organizations before 
engaging into digital interaction.  

� ECOSYSTEM ORCHESTRATION PROCESSES 
Innovation ecosystems usually contain one dominant company, often referred to as a 
hub firm, incumbent, network orchestrator, keystone company or platform owner, 
that takes responsibility for establishing and maintaining collaboration on a platform 
for the benefit of an entire ecosystem (Iansiti and Levien, 2004; Nambisan and 
Sawhney, 2011). Platform owner embraces a leadership role to constantly renew the 
platform in order to ensure its market relevance and offer a compelling vision for the 
future to attract and retain broad and diverse set of ecosystem actors. The overall 
success of an innovation ecosystem thus depends on the richness of the opportunities 
existing within that ecosystem. These opportunities multiply when ecosystem 
members innovate by building on each other’s complementary products and when 
new companies join the ecosystem. Thus, in order to create a vivid innovation 
ecosystem around a platform, the platform owner needs to take an orchestrating role 
in order to enable development of complementary innovations and interactions on 
the platform (Iansiti and Levien, 2004; Dhanaraj and Parkhe, 2006; Gawer and 
Cusumano, 2014). In this chapter three distinctive orchestration processes defined by 
Dhanaraj and Parkhe (2006) are discussed: facilitation of knowledge mobility, 
network stability and innovation appropriability. 

Facilitating knowledge mobility 

In platform businesses, value is created through harnessing and combining resources 
from ecosystems of innovators. The locus of innovation shifts from inside to outside 
the individual firm’s organizational boundaries; from in-house innovation to open 
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innovation (Powell et al., 1996; Helfat, 2006). The success of value creation process 
is thus dependent on how well knowledge is shared, acquired and deployed in the 
ecosystem in order to transfer relevant knowledge to the part of the network where it 
is needed (Dhanaraj and Parkhe, 2006). Furthermore, facilitating knowledge flow 
across organizational boundaries supports the exploitation of needed resources 
provided by network members and learning from ecosystem partners (Dhanaraj and 
Parkhe, 2006). Accordingly, the hub firm of the network, the platform owner, should 
invest in supporting and facilitating the flow of knowledge and leveraging 
competences within the network.  

According to Dhanaraj and Parkhe (2006) the hub firm can enhance knowledge 
mobility by focusing on three specific processes: knowledge absorption, network 
identification and inter-organizational socialization. Knowledge absorption refers to 
the ability to combine existing capabilities in a novel way, which has been 
considered essential for innovation (Kogut and Zander, 1996; Dhanaraj and Parkhe, 
2006). Furthermore, Dhanaraj and Parkhe (2006) argue that promoting common 
identity between network members will enhance the knowledge flow in the network. 
Common identity has been seen essential for fostering member participation and 
supporting open knowledge sharing in the network as it builds an environment where 
confidence and good faith between network members can flourish. Inter-
organizational socialization on the other hand refers to the formation of formal and 
informal relationships between network members. Socialization across 
organizational boundaries is important, as it is impossible to predict the timing and 
nature of innovation requirements and outputs. Dhanaraj and Parkhe (2006) suggest 
that a hub firm of the network should provide exchange forums as well as informal 
and formal communication channels in order to facilitate knowledge mobility also in 
outside immediate organizational tasks. (Dhanaraj and Parkhe, 2006) 

Furthermore, the nature of knowledge affects the effectiveness of knowledge flow. 
Nonaka and Konno (1998) argue that there are two kinds of knowledge: explicit 
knowledge and tacit knowledge. Explicit knowledge is knowledge that can easily be 
expressed in words and numbers and also shared through different forms of data, 
formulas and manuals. On the other hand, tacit knowledge is harder to express and 
formalize as it is highly personal and derives form actions, experiences, ideals, 
values and emotions that the individuals have. Therefore, tacit knowledge is harder 
to mobilize than explicit knowledge. However, Nonaka and Konno (1998) propose 
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that the interactions between tacit and explicit knowledge lead to the creation of new 
knowledge, which has been considered vital for the emergence of new innovations. 
(Nonaka and Konno, 1998) The flow of tacit knowledge can be supported by 
creation of socially embedded relationships among network actors. 

Managing innovation appropriability 

In addition to successful value creation in the ecosystem, platform leaders ensure fair 
value capture for all participants in the platform. Innovation appropriability refers to 
the ability of the network to share equitably the value created among network 
partners (Dhanaraj and Parkhe, 2006).  The concept of appropriability regime on the 
other hand is used to describe the combinations of means to protect and capture the 
profits created on innovation (Teece 1986, 2000). In innovation networks 
opportunism and free riding can complicate the distribution of created value. Hence, 
the hub firm of the network should ensure the equitable distribution of value in the 
network (Doz et al., 2000; Dhanaraj and Parkhe, 2006). Free riding occurs when the 
network member takes more than gives to the network, e.g. enjoys the sharing of 
knowledge but doesn’t bring new ideas to the network. Opportunistic behavior 
occurs when network actor takes advantage of the openness of other network 
members or unfairly takes away the potential of commercialization of new ideas 
(Teece, 2000). In addition, network members can be concerned on the leakage of 
their innovation efforts to their competitors or competing networks (Mowery et al., 
1996).  

Consequently, Cusumano and Gawer (2002) suggest that the platform owner should 
be careful for entering in the complementors’ markets, as it can weaken the 
incentives to join the network. Therefore, it is important that also the network 
members perceive the value capture process as fair. Drawing on Intel’s platform 
leadership strategy Cusumano and Gawer (2002) propose that hub firms should 
sacrifice the short-term interests of the company for the industry’s common good. 
Furthermore, Dhanaraj and Parkhe (2006) suggest that the hub firm should 
concentrate on three processes that enhance innovation appropriability on the 
network: trust building, procedural justice and joint asset ownership. Even though 
orchestrating innovation appropriability in the network involves both legal and 
institutional as well as social aspects (e.g. contracts and trust), literature suggests that 
focusing on building social relationships, trust, rich information sharing and joint 
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problem solving can often be more effective strategies for strengthening network’s 
appropriability regime than legal and institutional constructs (Uzzi, 1997). 

Fostering network stability  

In order to create and capture value in the network it is critical for the hub firm to 
promote dynamic stability of the network (Madhavan et al., 1998; Kenis and Knoke, 
2002; Dhanaraj and Parkhe, 2006). Dhanaraj and Parkhe (2006) suggest that a hub 
firm in the network should concentrate on enhancing the dynamic stability of a 
network: allowing members to enter and exit the network but at the same time 
maintaining nonnegative growth of the network. In platform ecosystems, a platform 
leader can control the access to the modular technology architecture from the 
externals through its boundary resources. The more open the platform is, the more it 
accelerates the creation of complementary innovations by external actors (Boudreau, 
2010). The more restricted the access is, the more control the platform owner has in 
its network. Thus, the platform owner can use boundary resources for both granting 
access for complementary innovations and also for controlling the platform.  

Furthermore, the increased competition between complementors can narrow down 
innovation incentives of the ecosystem partners and limit the development of 
complementary innovations. Boudreau (2010) proposes that there is an inverted-U 
shaped relationship between innovation and increased platform access, which 
suggests that when competition in the ecosystem exceeds a certain level it creates a 
crowding out effect for innovation incentives of complementors (Boudreau, 2010, 
2012). In addition to delicate control of the openness of the platform, dynamic 
network stability can be strengthened by enhancing common identity among network 
actors (Dyer and Nobeoka, 2000) as well as by improving common image and vision 
of the network (Dhanaraj and Parkhe, 2006). According to Dhanaraj and Parkhe 
(2006) the strong reputation of the hub firm as a market leader among emerging 
firms seeking legitimacy in the market can support network stability. As innovation 
processes usually include high levels of uncertainty in addition to uncertain behavior 
of network partners, strong reputation of the hub firm promotes the trustworthiness 
of the network. Dhanaraj and Parkhe (2006) suggest that the strong reputation of the 
hub firm can stabilize the network in two ways: through discouraging members to 
leave the network and also through supporting the formation of new ties.   
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6. THEORETICAL SYNTHESIS 
This chapter outlines central findings from the literature review. The aim of the 
thesis is to understand factors that support the formation of an innovation ecosystem 
around a technology platform. The literature review considers perspectives from 
platform literature as well as from inter-organizational network literature. The 
perspectives from the literature review are discussed further in this theoretical 
synthesis in order to provide an initial theoretical framework for the research 
problem of this study.  

One of the biggest challenges for platform owners is to attract participants to join 
their ecosystem and harness the power of network effects to make the platform more 
attractive to other users and increase the value of the whole ecosystem. Without 
platform members that create complementary innovations on top of the platform, the 
value creation possibilities are limited (Gawer and Cusumano, 2008). In platform 
literature, the challenge of attracting participants in both sides of the platform is 
referred as a “chicken and egg” problem (Hagiu, 2014; Parker et al., 2016).  Platform 
owners can use different mechanisms for participant attraction as well as for 
encouraging members to create complementary innovations on top of the platform. 
Platform owner can support the formation of an innovation ecosystem around its 
technology platform through platform design as well as through different ecosystem 
orchestration processes. 

Platform design includes three different elements that platform owners can take 
advantage of when building an ecosystem around their platforms. Firstly, pricing 
strategies can be effective in attracting participants into the platform, especially in 
the early phases of ecosystem development. Subsidizing other side of the multisided 
market can attract participants to the platform and help to reach the critical mass of 
participants in one side of the market, which then can attract the other side of the 
market to join through network effects (Evans, 2003; Eisenmann, 2008; Gawer and 
Cusumano, 2008; Van Alstyne et al, 2016). Secondly, platform architecture, 
especially the modularity of the platform as well as the degree of openness can be 
used to encourage platform participation. The literature suggests that the more open 
the platform is, the more it attracts third parties to create complementary innovations 
on top of the platform and thus increases the value created in the platform. However, 
platform owners need to find the optimal degree of openness in order to support the 
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value creation, but still retain some proprietary parts in order to gain revenue from 
the platform (Cusumano and Gawer, 2002; West, 2003; Boudreau and Hagiu, 2008; 
Eisenmann, 2008; Evans and Schmalensee, 2016; Parker et al., 2016). Lastly, 
platforms can be governed by offering a set of interfaces, known as boundary 
resources, for ecosystem members to support the creation of complementary 
innovation in the platform (Boudreau and Hagiu, 2008; Ghazawneh and 
Henfridsson, 2013).   

In addition to the different actions platform owner can pursue when supporting the 
formation of an innovation ecosystem around its platform, it is important to 
understand different motives actors have for joining the ecosystem. Hence, a 
platform owner can design its platform and ecosystem activities as attractive as 
possible for potential ecosystem members. Literature suggests that there are sets of 
intrinsic as well as extrinsic motivations that encourage actors to join ecosystems 
around open innovation platforms (Battistella & Nonino 2012; Antikainen & 
Väätäjä, 2010). In this thesis, the categorization of motivations by Battistella and 
Nonino (2012) is used to create understanding of the different motivations actors 
have for platform participation. Intrinsic motivations can be divided into two 
dimensions: to individual driven intrinsic motivations, such as a sense of 
membership, entertainment and opportunity to express individual creativity. The 
second dimension is social-driven intrinsic motivations, such as interesting 
objectives and social responsibility. Extrinsic motivations on the other hand can be 
categorized to economic, professional and social motivations. 

However, only the motivations of platform participants themselves do not explain 
the formation and evolution of inter-organizational ties in the ecosystem. 
Especially in the initial phase of the ecosystem formation, it can be useful for the 
platform owner to understand how the ecosystem relationships can be initiated. The 
literature on the formation of innovation networks suggests that inter-organizational 
relationships often initiate through interpersonal relationships between actors from 
different organizations (Brass et al., 2010). These interpersonal relationships are 
socially embedded in some level, meaning that they are initiated through trust that is 
based on friendship, kinship or experience (Boschma, 2005). Zaheer et al. (1998) 
propose that even though ties originate because of interpersonal trust, the success of 
inter-organizational cooperation is dependent on inter-organizational trust where a 
boundary spanner in a certain organization trusts the other organization, but not 
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necessarily a particular individual within the organization (Zaheer et al., 1998). 
Moreover, often geographic proximity is highlighted as the main supporting factor 
for network formation (Hoekman et al. 2009; Boschma 2005). Even though 
platforms enable collaboration through digital environment, close geographical 
proximity facilitates planned and spontaneous face-to-face interactions that foster 
effective learning and innovation (Knoben and Oerlemans, 2006). Boschma (2005) 
argues that the geographical proximity supports the formation of information 
contacts as well as facilitates the exchange of especially tacit knowledge between 
actors and thus fosters creation of new knowledge and innovation. Therefore, shared 
physical location might be useful for the initial phase of ecosystem formation. 

Furthermore, a platform owner can use different orchestration processes for 
participant attraction as well as for encouraging co-creation of innovation on the 
platform. Ecosystem orchestration processes include fostering knowledge mobility, 
supporting network stability and maintaining innovation appropriability in the 
ecosystem (Dhanaraj and Parkhe, 2006).  Through supporting knowledge mobility in 
the inter-organizational network, the relevant knowledge can be transferred to the 
part of the network where it is needed and thus increasing the value creation 
possibilities in the ecosystem. Furthermore, a platform owner can facilitate the value 
creation and capture in the ecosystem by supporting network stability. Network 
stability offers an environment where innovation can thrive in the ecosystem. Lastly, 
innovation appropriability in the network ensures that the value created in the 
ecosystem is equitably distributed among ecosystem partners, which reduces the 
problems of free riding and opportunism. (Dhanaraj and Parkhe, 2006) 

In conclusion, the theoretical framework connects platform literature on the literature 
of inter-organizational networks and provides on overview on the factors that 
support the emergence of an innovation ecosystem around a technology platform. 
Based on the literature review, the key ecosystem activities that a platform owner 
can take into consideration when seeking to build an innovation ecosystem around 
its platform are 1) designing the platform as attractive as possible for the potential 
ecosystem members, 2) creating inter-organizational network ties to build up the 
ecosystem and 3) ecosystem orchestration for successful value creation and capture 
in the ecosystem. In addition, understanding the participants’ motivations to join the 
ecosystem enables the platform owner to better design the platform and ecosystem 
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activities in order to enhance the attractiveness of the innovation ecosystem. The 
theoretical framework is presented in Figure 5 below.  

 

Figure 5 Theoretical framework 
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III EMPIRICAL STUDY 
This part of the thesis presents the empirical study of the thesis. Chapter 7 outlines 
the case context as well as data collection and analysis methods. In chapter 8 the 
empirical findings are presented. 

7.�EMPIRICAL CASE STUDY 
In this chapter, the empirical research questions are outlined and the case context is 
presented. Furthermore, the cases are described and the data collection method is 
explained as well as the data analysis process. 

� EMPIRICAL RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The theoretical framework of this study has explored factors that support the 
formation of an innovation ecosystem around a technology platform. Based on the 
theoretical synthesis, two empirical research questions are formed in order to answer 
the research problem of the thesis. The research problem of the study is approached 
in the empirical case study with two following empirical research questions (ERQs): 

ERQ1: What factors motivates diverse actors to join the ecosystem? 

ERQ2: What factors encourages diverse actors to make a contribution to the 
platform? 

The first empirical research question (ERQ1) explores different motivations 
ecosystem actors have for joining the ecosystem. The aim of the second empirical 
research question (ERQ2) is to understand different factors that encourage 
ecosystem members to make a contribution to the platform, e.g. develop 
complementary innovations on top of the platform in the case context. 

� CASE CONTEXT 
The comparative case study in this research considers the formation of an early stage 
innovation ecosystem, which is evolving around a technology platform. The 
platform studied in this case is the Nokia Innovation Platform that offers 
connectivity solutions for ecosystem partners. The ecosystem partners include 
startups, large industrial enterprises, research organizations and other institutions that 
contribute in the creation of Internet of Things (IoT) -solutions. This innovation 
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platform aims to provide end-to-end trial connectivity environment to the ecosystem 
partners and to invite organizations to co-creation of innovation and new business. 
The platform was launched to public in December 2016 and currently the platform is 
in the beta-version stage. The collaboration negotiations with the first ecosystem 
partners are ongoing. The aim of the platform is to create an innovative and active 
ecosystem that accelerates the adoption of IoT -solutions in different vertical 
markets, including smart cities, connected mobility, industry 4.0 and safety. 

Nokia aims to build a global network of third-party innovators that co-create IoT-
solutions on top of Nokia’s connectivity technologies. The ecosystem development 
is approached by building local innovation hubs around Nokia’s main technology 
centers. This comparative case study considers two of Nokia’s innovation hub 
locations: the hub at the headquarters in Espoo, Finland and the hub in Paris, France. 
Both locations aim to engage the local ecosystem to the co-creation of 
complementary innovations on top of the platform. The first potential partners 
include startups from Nokia’s co-working places and from Nokia’s Open Innovation 
Challenge as well as industrial enterprises, public sector organizations and research 
organizations from both locations. These industrial enterprises could potentially act 
as users and customers of the platform offering and provide use cases and pilot 
project opportunities for startups that create complementary innovations, and thus 
forming a multi-sided market around the platform. The platform ecosystem is 
presented in Figure 6.  

 
 Figure 6 The emerging multi-sided platform ecosystem in the case context 
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Currently, the collaboration with the ecosystem partners is in a very early phase, and 
in most of the cases collaboration around the platform itself is either in the first 
round of discussions or just started. Furthermore, even though the ecosystem 
development has started locally, the aim is to build a global ecosystem of innovators 
around the platform. The global collaboration is going to be facilitated through a 
digital platform that is currently under development. 

� CASE DESCRIPTIONS 
This thesis considers two cases, Nokia’s innovation hubs in Espoo and Paris, where 
the Nokia Innovation Platform is actively promoted to the local ecosystems. Both of 
the cases include multiple stakeholders that are categorized by their organization 
type in the empirical analysis of this thesis. These different organization types are 
categorized to Nokia’s internal teams, startup companies, industrial enterprises and 
research organizations in Espoo and in Paris. The cases are presented with the 
different stakeholders in Figure 7 below. 

 

Figure 7 Case study design 

The unit of the analysis in this study is presented by an innovation ecosystem that is 
forming around a technology platform in two distinct locations: in Nokia Innovation 
Hub in Espoo and Paris. The aim of the study is to deepen the understanding of 
which factors support the formation of innovation ecosystems around technology 
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platforms. In order to understand the phenomenon in the ecosystem level, the 
analysis also considers the different stakeholders in the ecosystems, namely Nokia 
internal teams, startups, industrial enterprises and research organizations in both 
locations. The categorization of the stakeholders and the embedded unit of analysis 
can be seen in Figure 7 above.  

In this chapter the two cases, the innovation hubs in Espoo and Paris, are presented 
more in detail. The presentation of the cases is based on the authors’ observation, the 
conducted interviews with ecosystem members as well as documents and databases 
provided by the Nokia teams. 

Case Paris 

The global Nokia Innovation Platform project is led by the team based in Paris. The 
Nokia Innovation Platform project is partly continuation of a project that was 
initiated in Alcatel-Lucent before the merge with Nokia. The team in Paris is 
coherent and works in an agile way; they share a common working space and ask for 
feedback from each other constantly. The Paris team also has a dedicated ecosystem 
developer whose task is to be active in the local ecosystem and engage members to 
the ecosystem. Furthermore, the ecosystem developer and the leader of the Nokia 
innovation hub in Paris are active public speakers in local open innovation events. In 
their work, the Paris team has focused on enabling innovation and co-creation with 
the partners.  The team is also responsible for the development of the global digital 
platform for the project. 

The Paris team has built important relationships to the local university campus, EIT 
Digital and to the startups located in the co-working space at Nokia Paris office 
(Startup in residence –program). At the time of this research the Paris team have 
started building relationships and initiated collaboration process with 9 startups, 2 
industrial enterprises and 2 research organizations. Two of the startups are located in 
Nokia’s co-working space, where they have daily connections to the Nokia 
employees. The rest of the startups have joined the Nokia ecosystem through the 
Nokia Open Innovation Challenge. They have regular online calls and informal 
meetings with the ecosystem developer at Nokia Paris. 

The industrial companies Nokia is working with in Paris have a strong innovation 
focus on their agenda. One of the partner companies has built an open innovation lab 
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that is an open working space for their ecosystem members. This partner company 
encourages its members to innovate and co-create together in common projects and 
learn new ways of working. Nokia is involved in the activities within this 
community and Nokia’s ecosystem developer spends one or two days in a week in 
this lab. Furthermore, the local university campus has become an important partner 
for the Nokia Innovation Platform team in Paris. They have organized events 
together and connected local students and enterprises through those events. 

Case Espoo 

The Nokia Innovation Platform team in Espoo is more technically oriented than in 
Paris. The project does not have a visible leader in Espoo and the task of ecosystem 
development is shared between multiple persons. In the beginning, the focus has 
been on developing the core technology of the platform as well as building 
relationships with industrial partners that are considered as the potential users of the 
private LTE-network technology Nokia is developing. Thus, the collaboration with 
the first partners is mainly related to technical integration and testing. The Nokia 
Espoo team has built good relationship with Tekes (the Finnish funding agency for 
innovation) that together with Nokia and a couple other partners have been 
organizing D-Day ecosystem events for industrial companies in Finland. The aim of 
this event series has been to connect these enterprises together in order to discuss 
digital disruption of industry and also initiate ecosystem projects to accelerate 
innovations in Finland. 

The first potential startup ecosystem partners are located at Nokia’s co-working 
space called Quja that is situated within the Nokia campus in Espoo. However, the 
interaction between the startups and Nokia has not been that active yet and the space 
is mainly used as a pure office space. In addition to industrial companies, Tekes and 
startups, the team at Nokia Espoo has long-term relationships with local universities. 
Overall, at the time of this research the Espoo hub had 4 potential startup partners, 6 
industrial partners and 2 research organization partners.  
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� DATA COLLECTION 
The main empirical data of this study was collected through interviews with 
ecosystem members in the two Nokia Innovation hub locations, Espoo and Paris. 
Ecosystem members included startups, industrial enterprises and research 
organizations that are potential users and partners of the Nokia Innovation Platform. 
In addition, the interviews included Nokia’s internal team members responsible on 
the development of the platform and the emerging ecosystem. As the platform is still 
in its beta-version stage and the collaboration with the partners is in their early 
stages, the focus of the partner interviews was on the needs, expectations and 
experiences the interviewees had towards collaboration with Nokia and the Nokia 
Innovation Platform. The purpose of the interviews was to gain insight on partner’s 
motivations to join the ecosystem as well as to understand the needs of the partners 
towards collaboration. The interviews of the Nokia teams on the other hand 
concentrated on understanding the vision of the platform ecosystem and the current 
collaboration practices with the ecosystem members. 

Semi-structured interviews were used in the interviews in order to allow themes 
evolve freely enough to capture the diverse points of view that the different 
interviewees had while maintaining a clear focus on the research topic. The 
preliminary interview structure can be seen in Appendix 2. Furthermore, as the 
platform ecosystem is still in its early stages and the concept of the platform can be 
still a bit unclear for the potential members, a visual model of the Nokia Innovation 
Platform concept was used as a boundary object in order to guide and create a shared 
context for discussion (see Appendix 1). Boundary objects are useful to transfer 
knowledge across people and knowledge boundaries (Carlile, 2002; Smeds et al., 
2014). The length of the interviews varied between 30 to 70 minutes, and some of 
them were conducted through different online communication tools during the spring 
2017. In total 20 interviews were held with 10 participants from the Espoo 
ecosystem and 10 participants from the Paris ecosystem. Further information about 
the interviewees can be found in Tables 4 and 5. Almost all interviews were recorded 
with the permission from the interviewees. Three of the interviews were not 
recorded, but detailed notes from the interviews were taken instead.  
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Table 4 Codes of interview participants in case Paris 

Interviewee Position Organization type Code 

1 Ecosystem head Nokia NP1 

2 Project leader Nokia NP2 

3 CEO Startup SP1 

4 CEO Startup SP2 

5 CEO Startup SP3 

6 Director of strategic 
partnerships 

Startup SP4 

7 CTO Startup SP5* 

8 Business and marketing 
manager 

Startup SP6* 

9 Open Innovation Lab 
Manager 

Industrial enterprise IP1 

10 Global manager of 
collaborative space 

Research organization RP1* 

*Interview was not recorded. 

Table 5 Codes of interview participants in case Espoo 

Interviewee Position Organization type Code 

11 Head of technology to 
business 

Nokia NE3 

12 Head of ecosystems Nokia NE4 

13 Founder & CTO Startup SE7 

14 CEO Startup SE8 

15 CEO Startup SE9 
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16 CEO Startup SE10 

17 Technology Director Industrial enterprise IE2 

18 Director of digital platform 
development 

Industrial enterprise IE3 

19 Head of department Research organization RE2 

20 Professor Research organization RE3 

In addition to the interviews, observation was used to gain better understanding of 
the context and the collaboration processes used with the local ecosystem partners. 
During the research period, the author of this thesis was working at Nokia in Espoo 
and was involved with the organization’s daily operations, in which she gained 
insight on the collaboration with the ecosystem partners. She was part of the 
planning team from Nokia to organize D-Day ecosystem events initiated by Tekes. 
Furthermore, in addition to familiarizing herself with the collaboration activities in 
Finland, the author visited Nokia’s premises in Paris, participated in the local 
ecosystem events and had informal discussions with local ecosystem partners in 
order to gain good insight of the collaboration processes in the Paris ecosystem. 

� DATA ANALYSIS 
The data analysis process of this thesis follows Eisenhardt’s (1989) case study 
research process. In theory building case study research, five steps of data analysis 
process can be identified: (1) single case data analysis, (2) cross-case data analysis, 
(3) shaping of initial theory, (4) enfolding literature and (5) reaching closure. 
According to Eisenhardt (1989) cross-case analysis improve the likelihood of 
accurate theory that closely fits to the data and enhance the probability of capturing 
novel findings from the data. Abductive research method was used in the analysis 
process in order to enable iteration between theoretical literature and empirical data 
(Dubois and Gadde, 2002). The iterative process of data analysis deepens the 
understanding of the cases and supports the construction of a new theory 
(Eisenhardt, 1989; Dubois and Gadde, 2002). The iterative data analysis process is 
visualized in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8 The process of data analysis in theory building case study research 
based on Eisenhardt (1989) 

The data analysis process started with transcription of the interviews. The within-
case data analysis involves processing and interpreting data for an individual case 
study (Eisenhardt, 1989). Thematic content analysis was used to conduct the within-
case analysis, and Atlas.ti software was used as a tool in the process. The textual 
data from the interviews was coded and the coded data was grouped into emergent 
sub-themes. The second step in the analysis process was to search cross-case 
patterns, where observations were made about the commonalities and differences 
between the analyzed cases. In this study, the cross-case analysis was performed 
through comparing the emergent sub-themes between embedded units of analysis of 
the two cases, e.g. comparing the findings from the interviews of startups between 
the two cases. The comparison of the cases was done in order to find emergent 
patterns from the data.  

The thematic analysis was done in an iterative process, where the focus was to 
understand 1) participant motivations for joining the ecosystem and 2) factors that 
encourages diverse actors for platform contribution. After completing analysis both 
within and cross-embedded unit of analysis in the cases, the initial theory was 
shaped from the emergent patterns. The analysis was done in an iterative process 
where the raw data was compared to the emergent patterns in order to avoid 
misunderstandings. The findings were discussed with colleagues at Nokia in order to 
avoid misunderstandings and to validate interpretations. Then, the empirical findings 
were contrasted to the enfolding literature, to the theoretical framework of this study. 
Lastly, after the iterative analysis process, the final conclusions were made and the 
closure of the theory was reached. The abductive research approach guided the 
selection of the relevant literature in the theoretical framework.  
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8.�FINDINGS 
In this chapter, the findings of the research are presented. The focus of the analysis is 
to understand the factors that motivate actors to join the ecosystem and encourage 
them to contribute to the platform. However, at first the different ecosystem 
strategies of the cases are analyzed. 

� FROM PIPELINE TO PLATFORM BUSINESS 
Recently, Nokia has been mainly working with large operator customers. However, 
with the Nokia Innovation Platform the company is responding the new market 
needs for digitalization of industries and expanding their focus also to different 
market segments according to Nokia’s corporate strategy. Nokia’s internal 
interviews in both case locations indicated that the collaboration with ecosystem 
players requires a different approach than the traditional operator business in which 
they are currently operating. According to the Nokia representatives the organization 
needs to learn new ways of working with enterprises and smaller businesses as well 
as with multiple stakeholders in general. Both of the teams in Espoo and Paris agreed 
that the change from a traditional operator business to an ecosystem play is a 
challenge for the company. 

NP1: “Because what is clear with the business today, with Nokia, we are 
delivering network solutions to operators, it is basically our business and it 
is clearly driven by a map of products, integration to 4G to 5G etc. So this 
process, this is mainly based on an incremental approach. We know what we 
have to do. -- What we have to do in the future, we have to innovate in smart 
mobility, smart cities, smart energy management, there will be a different 
mechanism, and we need to learn this mechanism, because there are 
different players, more verticalization, it is not only one guy. -- And we need 
to identify projects to learn for this mechanism, so that’s why we are 
working with the ecosystem to identify the players, the opportunities, 
developing the Nokia Innovation Platform as a tool to share, to learn, to 
develop ideas and to initiate projects.” 

NE3: “It is why Nokia is weak in this, as we don’t have experience in this 
environment. Myself, I was working at company X for eight years, and their 
clients were mainly enterprises. That is a whole different world.” 
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In case Paris, the platform was seen as a tool for Nokia to embrace open innovation 
and to learn innovation processes that are needed to co-create value with third-party 
innovators. In fact, some of the first startup partners with whom the Nokia Paris 
team had initiated collaboration around the platform came from Nokia’s open 
innovation challenge. In addition, the industrial enterprises and research 
organizations in the Paris ecosystem approached the collaboration through their own 
open innovation agenda. For example, the collaboration with one of the interviewed 
industrial company concerned purely open innovation initiatives. This interviewed 
industrial company had invited Nokia to be part of their open innovation lab where 
they are able to network with other ecosystem partners as well as initiate 
collaborative projects that respond to the needs of digitalizing industries. In addition, 
the interviewed research organization in Paris aimed to strengthen collaboration with 
ecosystem partners in their university campus. Consequently, the interviewed Nokia 
representative in case Paris suggested that the organization should create a culture of 
innovation within the company, as the entrance on these new markets with multiple 
stakeholders requires a fundamentally different approach than their traditional 
business with operators. 

NP1: “But you will see, a big company, it is powerful as it is big from the 
topline, but it is really conservative. And so you need to develop a culture of 
innovation.”  

Furthermore, the Nokia Paris team had a unified vision of the Nokia Innovation 
Platform as an enabler for innovation and as a tool to embrace the collaboration with 
the ecosystem. The team saw that an experimental approach should be used to do the 
innovation work that would be required to fulfill the different needs of digitalizing 
industries. 

NP2: “It [the Nokia Innovation Platform] is an enabler for innovation 
projects that we want to run with customers and partners. We are going to 
put in this platform whatever is needed to run the project that includes all 
the technologies coming from Nokia, but also some technologies we are 
going to source from partners. -- So in order to do this innovation work, the 
proposal we have is to have an experimental approach. So not just do all the 
innovation work on the white board on your ivory tower let’s say, but deploy 
the technology and experiment with it.” 
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According to Nokia Paris representative NP1, the first step in this exploration 
strategy should be networking with different ecosystem partners and learning how 
the dynamics work in the network. Only after this, the potential market opportunities 
can be understood. The interviewed Nokia Paris representative NP1 also added that 
the end result of the ecosystem work could not be fully understood before actually 
engaging with the ecosystem. As an example, the interviewee explained how 
Facebook started as a small social network of college community, but expanded 
gradually to one of the biggest digital social media platforms. 

NP1: “So the first point is really to work with the ecosystem, to understand 
the forces, the competences, the investments needed to be present. And the 
second step is to identify what we want to do with this ecosystem and 
specifically to identify, to target market opportunities we want to elaborate 
more with these ecosystem partners.”  

NP1: “In fact, innovation is really a learning process. When Facebook 
started, they had no idea what could be their business. --- For example, with 
the Nokia Innovation Platform even if we don’t have a clear business model 
in the beginning, if we have a lot of people connected, this will create the 
added value. So, when we start with a clear idea of how you could do 
revenue etc. you are already in the incremental approach, so it is not really 
the innovation phase. In the innovation phase, often you don’t know the end 
result beforehand.” 

The approach and vision for the Nokia Innovation Platform were slightly different in 
Espoo. Similarly, as in Paris, the platform was understood as Nokia’s contribution to 
the ecosystem. However, in Espoo the platform was seen more as a Nokia’s product 
or service rather than a pure open innovation tool, more specifically as a test 
environment that accelerates the innovation cycle of ecosystem partners.  

NE4: “The platform will accelerate ecosystem partners’ innovation, it will 
accelerate their innovation cycle. So instead of taking one and a half years 
to create a use case of some sorts, so now it would only take three months or 
something like that, but it will accelerate that remarkably. This is the main 
thing.”  

During the time of this research, the team in Espoo was developing a commercial 
version of the platform, so the Nokia Innovation Platform could act as a test 
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environment for products and services that could be then transferred to the 
commercial environment. The majority of the resources of the Nokia Espoo team 
were put into the development of these both environments (the innovation platform 
as well as the commercial version of the platform) rather than trying to integrate new 
users for the platform. Regarding the potential partners, the priority for the Espoo 
team was on industrial organizations, as they were seen the end users and the 
customers of the platform technology. Overall, the concept of the Nokia Innovation 
Platform was not yet that clear for everyone in Nokia Espoo team; especially the 
value proposition for the startup collaboration raised questions. What is the value 
that is provided for the startups? What is the value Nokia would get from this? 
Which startups should Nokia work with?  

In contrast to the Paris team’s exploratory strategy, the Espoo team would prefer a 
concrete and systematic way to work with partners before building deeper 
collaborative relationship with them. Accordingly, the interviewed Nokia 
representative 3 in Espoo suggested that ecosystem creation should start by the 
creation of functioning interfaces for the platform and also supporting marketing 
channels for the partners. 

NE3: “We need to create the ability to develop interfaces. In a technical 
perspective, it means that we have the interfaces and the environment and 
support for that. Then through marketing perspective it means that we need 
to support these companies so that we will inform about them to our clients 
when they are needed. We could give marketing support in other ways as 
well and then we can represent them. – And at the moment we are not yet 
ready for these.” 

Summary of the findings in this chapter 

The following Table 6 summarizes the differences in vision, starting point, mindset 
and approach towards the development of the platform ecosystem between the case 
locations. 
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Table 6 Local differences in platform strategies 

Ecosystem Espoo  Paris 

Platform vision Test environment for 
innovation projects 

An enabler for co-creation 
of innovation 

Approach to 
collaboration 

Technology and business  Open innovation 

Approach to ecosystem 
development 

Integration of selected 
partners, technical 
platform development 

Networking, exploration 
of opportunities 

Initially targeted side of 
the ecosystem 

Industrial enterprises Startups 

 

� MOTIVATIONS FOR JOINING THE ECOSYSTEM 
In this chapter, different motivations for joining the ecosystem are reviewed. Firstly, 
the startups’ motivations are explored, and after which industrial enterprises’ and 
research organizations’ motivations are presented. 

8.2.1.�STARTUPS 

Startup partners’ incentives to join the ecosystem were fairly similar in both cases. In 
this chapter, the startups’ main motivations for joining the ecosystem are explored 
more in-depth. 

Access to co-working space 

According to the interviewed startups that located in Nokia’s co-working spaces the 
initial motivation and most prominent reason for starting collaboration with Nokia 
was inexpensive or free office space. One startup also mentioned the availability of 
different prototyping tools and spaces as a motivating factor. 

SP1: “We needed office space with some tools to prototype everything so 
not like really big tools but some screws and places to build everything. We 
needed a space for that. Also, we were looking for a cheap place, so the rent 
is free there, so this was a great opportunity to us to come.”  
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SP2: “At the time we were looking for a place to settle down and in France 
and especially in Paris region, Paris area it is very very expensive to find a 
desk where you can land. So when they told us that here with Nokia it is 
okay, they have the space, it would be okay if we have a technological 
product that is in line what they do in there it would be okay. We presented 
our project and they said no problem you can come here. So initially it 
started as a convenient way for us to have a place to work for free.”  

Furthermore, two of the startups added that Nokia’s co-working space attracted them 
as they would potentially gain access to Nokia’s latest technologies and also get 
some valuable potential business contacts. 

SE8: “We thought that the emergence 5G-technology would bring 
functionalities and features for supporting IoT-solutions also in the co-
working space. In addition, one factor was also to openly see that whether it 
is good to be on the side of Nokia and what it might bring to our business at 
some point, aiming to contribute on both sides.”  

SE9: “Of course when Nokia was the administrator [of the place] we 
thought we might get some good contacts at the same time.”  

Business opportunities and contacts 

The interviewed startups in both locations mentioned potential business 
opportunities and contacts as one of the main reasons to start collaboration with 
Nokia. According to most of the interviewed startups, the benefit comes from 
working together with Nokia’s clients and partners. One startup mentioned that their 
target was to get a reseller agreement with Nokia and thus get better market access 
globally. 

SE9: “Then even better would be that if this [collaboration] would bring 
some client cases from which we can really get clients and billing and 
access to concrete business.”  

SE7: “We see it that way that together with Nokia we can get reseller 
agreement done from this and then we can bring these cases around the 
world.” 

Indeed, getting access to global markets through Nokia was mentioned as a reason to 
join Nokia’s ecosystem in nearly all of the interviews with startups. One startup saw 
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the collaboration with Nokia as a way to enter the European market with a prominent 
player and thus get easier access to business opportunities in different locations. 

SP4: “Our goal was to open up the market to Europe. So what we were 
looking from Nokia, was that Nokia could act as our channel partner in 
Europe. Instead of making direct business with Nokia, we were looking for 
Nokia to be our partner and they might be able to introduce some of the 
business to us and we could work together and create a total solution 
together for our customers.”  

Furthermore, the startups saw that the value from collaboration comes from the 
possibility to network with Nokia’s partners globally and gaining valuable business 
contacts through the collaboration. One startup even mentioned that even though not 
all of the emergent ties with ecosystem partners end up with a clear business 
opportunity the knowledge exchange with partners can be still valuable. 

SP2: “What we need is really like networking and being in touch with the 
right people ---- We got quite good exchange, like electrical companies, we 
were also in touch with people in Finland through that, like people from 
Nokia in Finland, they came here and we talked about opportunities in 
Finland, and someone in Finland called us and said hey we heard about you 
and we had quite a good exchange about the market in Finland and what we 
could be able to do if we go there etc. In the end, there was no business 
opportunity, but it was very good exchange in the end.”  

Technology access 

Most of the startups saw the access to Nokia’s technologies and expertise as 
secondary motivation for collaboration after the office space and potential business 
opportunities. Only one startup mentioned the access to Nokia’s technologies as one 
of the key factors for starting collaboration. For this startup network technology is 
part of their core business, which is why they need access to the test network Nokia 
provides in their campus area. 

SE7: “We moved to these facilities so that we can more easily access 
Nokia’s test network, so that we can use it in our work.” 

The other startups saw the access to Nokia’s technologies as an interesting 
opportunity, but not necessarily the key reason for starting the collaboration. 
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SP3: “We are particularly interested in Nokia also because as the history of 
Nokia in working with data particularly cellular data that has wide area 
coverage. We thought that could potentially suit us really well, with the data 
we are collecting. And also I think there aren’t too many companies yet. 
Nokia are one of the few that is offering these kinds of innovation 
opportunities, innovation challenges and innovation programs. So we 
thought that that could be a good fit for us.”  

SP2: “Most of times startups are quite independent about innovation 
processes and technology. So I don’t think that there is a need to start a 
[technology] relation with big company like Nokia. Most of times startups 
have really basic needs, like place to work and internet connection etc, and 
then after that what we need is really like networking and being in touch 
with the right people. -…- After that, after the first step, maybe we need 
technological partnership and so on, but it is not needed in the beginning.”  

Learning and validation 

For two of the startups in Espoo and for four of the startups in Paris learning through 
collaboration was one of the motives for partnering with Nokia. Some of the startups 
mentioned that starting the collaboration with Nokia is a good way to develop 
competences and also to learn about new technologies. 

SE8: “In a way, this is a new competence area what we can start to develop, 
this mobile connectivity and then in overall what 5G and Internet of Things 
will bring us. --- The new possibilities these technologies can bring us in the 
future is an interesting element in this collaboration.”  

Furthermore, one of the startups pointed out how collaboration helps them to learn 
about the way of doing business in local markets. 

SP4: “I think that working in a project together or in a case together is a 
best way to help them. Instead of just saying that. Of course the money, the 
investment would be good too but besides that haha… Like instead of saying 
that ok you win the challenge I’ll give you this award and this award, it is 
more important to say that we have this business and then you can be part of 
it, that we could work together as a team. Because when we worked with 
company X we learned how to do local business. Like not just making our 
own problem but we realized that we should do this and that and this is how 
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you should talk to your clients in local markets and this is the kind of 
business your client really wants instead of that.”  

In addition, two of the interviewed startups explained how collaboration could also 
help startups to understand their customers’ needs better as well as develop their 
products further. 

SE7: “I remember when company X was one of our first customers, they 
didn’t pay us anything, but however they used our product and when we 
delivered it to them, and they asked for manuals. We were like manuals… 
Okay let’s do manuals. So we had a totally different perspective on our 
work. When you have that kind of supplier-customer relationship, it will 
develop the product further.”  

Moreover, also validation of research findings was mentioned as one of the reasons 
to start collaboration with Nokia and with Nokia’s local ecosystem partners.  

SP3: “So definitely participating in smart cities ecosystems is a way to 
further our research and validate the findings, the preliminary findings that 
we have already seen with repeated tests in New York and also in other 
cities. Having the opportunity in Paris-Saclay, not just potentially run one 
study but perhaps run continuous study or repeated study or that kind of 
thing that would definitely be very valuable to our research.” 

Credibility and visibility 

Getting visibility and credibility was one of the motivating factors for startups to join 
the ecosystem. Partnership with Nokia would help startup companies to gain 
visibility among Nokia’s customers and to improve their credibility of their company 
and solution. The interviewed startups mentioned that it is much easier to take 
contact to potential customers if they would already have some kind of references 
from working together with Nokia. 

SE10: “From a startup perspective, if you try to approach any big business 
chain, and try to discuss with them, it is totally different thing to say that we 
have done something together with Nokia with their Innovation Platform, 
and to say welcome to take a look. Of course, they come if Nokia is 
mentioned in that context, otherwise it would be just this kind of startup from 
the garage and they wouldn’t care less.”  
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SE7: “Through Nokia we get visibility to operators. Hundreds, two hundred 
operators visit here [Nokia’s premises] per year, so it is quite a big addition 
to what we could do ourselves. –...- No one would visit here just because we 
are here, but if we just are here and they see something they can’t see 
anywhere else.” 

SP4: “We are struggling, not because we don’t have the products itself, 
because we don’t have the name. It is important to us to find big 
partnerships, like Nokia just to beg up our solution. So for us as a startup, it 
is very important to find very strong partners. Not just to make business with 
them, but also them to act as a reference. --- Nokia is such a big name in 
Europe, so if we could work with them in any kind of way, as partners or as 
direct client, then we should. It would give us a lot of credit and we could 
enter the market more easily. Then we could use Nokia to build our network 
in Europe.”  

Furthermore, working together in concrete projects that create cash flow for startup 
companies help to validate companies’ businesses to the wider audience. One startup 
suggested that the value of cash flow created through collaboration projects is much 
higher than its monetary value as it validates the business in the eyes of investors. 

SE7: “The thing is that when you get the order, you will get cash flow. Its 
value is much higher than its monetary value, as you can convince your 
investors and Tekes and then it will validate your business.”  

Summary of the startups’ motivations for joining the ecosystem 

There were not major differences in motivations of the startups between case Espoo 
and Paris. What is interesting, the technology access that Nokia provides through the 
platform was the primary reason for joining the ecosystem only for one startup in 
Espoo. The interviewed startups’ main motivations for joining Nokia’s innovation 
ecosystem are summarized in Table 7 below. 
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Table 7 Startups’ motivations for joining the ecosystem in both cases 

Motivation Description 

Access to co-working space • Free or inexpensive office space 
• Access to prototyping tools 

Business opportunities and contacts • Market access 
• Business contacts 

Technology access • Access to Nokia’s technologies 
• Access to technology expertise 

Learning • Developing competences 
• Understanding markets and 

customer needs 
• Product validation 

Credibility and visibility • References 
• Publicity and recognition 
• Validity 

 

8.2.2. INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES 

In this chapter, motivations of industrial enterprises for joining the ecosystem are 
explored. 

Open innovation 

The interviewed industrial enterprise in case Paris had a strong open innovation 
agenda towards the collaboration with Nokia. Therefore, the main motive for being 
part of the ecosystem for them was related to the benefits from open innovation: 
supporting the co-creation of radical innovation with ecosystem partners. In order to 
do this kind of open innovation work the interviewed industrial enterprise had built a 
co-working space where they had invited some of their ecosystem partners to work 
together. With such collaboration, the company aims to nurture the emergence of 
radical innovations and also transform the company culture to be more agile. 

IP1: “Our intention was both on innovation aspects and transformation 
aspects. By innovation I mean innovative design, not just incremental 
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innovation, more going little bit out of the box and start explore some 
subject that we don’t do in the company. By transformation I mean the way 
we need to change the way we work inside the company, the culture of the 
company, so how we succeed in being more agile, more able to take 
decisions in a right flavor, more able to give meaning for what we are doing 
in the company, replace the “why” of the company in the center of 
decisions.”  

Technology access 

The enterprise partners in Espoo saw the access to new technologies through Nokia 
as a crucial motivation for collaboration. According to one industrial enterprise in 
Finland, this collaboration helps them gain access to technologies that they wouldn’t 
otherwise get access to anywhere else.  

IE3: “I think it is really interesting. Nokia lets us do things we wouldn’t 
otherwise have access to. –…- It gives us opportunities, opportunities to 
explore technologies we wouldn’t otherwise get access to. -..- We don’t 
know much about 5G yet, and only few people make money out of IoT. But 
everyone knows that you don’t want to miss that train.” 

Furthermore, this company saw that understanding the meaning of such new 
technologies for future business is crucial for keeping competitive advantage in the 
future. The interviewed industrial enterprise pointed out how the access to new 
connectivity technologies offers possibilities to reduce data collection costs. 

IE3: “In our [work in] industrial internet, remote access and networks in 
customers’ sites are in crucial position on the communication solution, 
which is why 5G and what Nokia studies with its Innovation Platform is 
really interesting for us. It opens up a window what it could be then. Then 
when they open up their business concepts, we can benefit even more.” 

 IE3: “For the time being we have had to limit data collection for economic 
reasons, but now Nokia gives better opportunities for us to collect data in 
the future when the traffic rates and related things are no longer cost 
issues.”  
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The other interviewed enterprise works in service business industry and saw that the 
early access to the new technologies was crucial for creating value for their own 
customers. 

IE2: “For us, it is really important to have partnerships, technology 
partnerships, that we can use to bring out new ideas and solutions for our 
customers before they are already in the market. We also see that this Nokia 
Innovation Platform, and this kind of ecosystem activity, we see it important 
for us to be able to bring these technologies to manufacturing industry as 
early as possible and then bring added value to our customers.” 

Summary of the industrial enterprises’ motives for joining the ecosystem 

The motivations for joining the ecosystem were different in the two cases for 
industrial enterprises. Whereas in Espoo, the platform was seen as an opportunity to 
embrace new technologies, in Paris it was considered as an open innovation tool, as 
a way to connect and innovate with ecosystem partners. 

Table 8 Industrial enterprises’ motivations for joining the ecosystem 

Case Espoo Paris 

Motivating factor Technology access 

• Understanding future 
possibilities 

• Cost reduction 
• Creating value for end 

customers 

Open innovation 

• Enabling the 
creation of radical 
innovation 

• Transforming 
company culture 

	

8.2.3. RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS 

This chapter introduces the motivations of research organizations for joining the 
ecosystem. 

Open innovation 

According to the interviewed research organization 1 in Paris, the main motivation 
for collaborating with Nokia is to support open innovation activities by creating links 
between students, startups and industry. Consequently, this research organization’s 
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aim is to organize different kinds of events that would create synergy between 
various ecosystem partners with open innovation initiatives. For example, the 
interviewed organization explained how they had proposed to organize a hackathon 
in which the Nokia Innovation Platform could be used. Later on, the hackathon was 
realized together with Nokia, and students and small businesses were invited to 
innovate and develop their own IoT solutions by using the platform technologies. 

Talent marketing 

One of the interviewed research organizations in Espoo argued that the main 
motivation for university-industry collaboration is the resource flow that comes from 
companies hiring talents from universities. Thus, the interviewed research 
organization explained how such collaboration with industrial partners enables them 
to market their student’s capabilities and support their employment. 

RE2: “The main motive why companies, universities and universities of 
applied sciences collaborate for companies is that they get good employees 
from there. Then again for universities of applied sciences the motive is to 
market their students so that they can show their know-how and get a good 
job.”  

RE2: “This kind of higher education is a resource pool where companies 
can harvest talents as they do in the USA.”  

Learning 

In Espoo, learning was seen as one of the key motivations for collaboration. The 
interviewed research organization 3 mentioned that they are interested in 
understanding industrial enterprises’ visions for the future in order to align the goals 
and be a step ahead in the future.  

RE3: “We try to find a common vision about the future with companies, in 
order to understand where we are going with IoT, digitalization and 
industrial internet, and what is waiting for us around the corner. We are 
looking for dialogue on this and that way we are developing research 
projects. Then when we create a research project, we try to look a bit 
forward to future, which why it is important that we have aligned our vision 
with companies. Then we can see common goals in the future.” 
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According to the interviewed research organization, through collaboration with 
Nokia and other industrial enterprises they can learn more about industry needs 
regarding 5G and even have an influence on the 5G architecture. 

RE3: “We would like to do experiments with service innovations and study 
industrial use cases on 5G technology. We need to develop understanding on 
how these technologies can be applied and what kind of questions and 
obstacles will come across, and can we solve those by modifying the 
architecture. The purpose is to understand more on industry needs 
regarding 5G and then even have an influence on the 5G architecture 
design.”  

Furthermore, the other research organization in Espoo also saw the learning about 
industry needs as a crucial motivation for collaboration. However, in their 
perspective these needs of industry help to guide the development of education in a 
way that serves our society and industry. 

RE2: “Education needs to be developed in a way that it would serve society 
and that industry players would get competent workforce. In this 
perspective, these needs come from industry. – We are looking for responses 
from the industry, in order to know where we should be headed, and also on 
the other hand we are also looking for inputs from the industry so that we 
can do projects that can benefit these companies. We are not competitors as 
we don’t have competition or products; our product is a competent student.” 

Implementation of research results 

In addition to learning about needs of industry, the research organization 3 in the 
case Espoo stated that one of the motives for collaboration with Nokia and the Nokia 
Innovation Platform is the possibility to implement research results in practice. 

IE3: “We could use this platform as a deployment channel, through which 
we can implement our research into the industry”  

The research organization added, that through such platform it would be easy to 
implement findings from research projects straight into a real environment. 

RE3: “Now there could open some possibilities where we could build 
something on top of this innovation platform in our research projects 
together with partners and then transfer those findings into real environment 
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in paper mills for example. This is still a speculative thing, but however, this 
creates a possibility to set up a platform on top of which we can then 
replicate something we have done previously.”   

Summary of the findings in this chapter 

Table 9 below summarizes the different motives of the interviewed research 
organizations to collaborate with Nokia around the Nokia Innovation Platform. The 
motivations for collaboration were different between the interviewed research 
organizations, which can be explained with the different positions the interviewees 
had in the organizations. The goal of the research organization 1 in Paris was to 
facilitate collaboration between the university and local companies, whereas the 
research organization 2 in Espoo concentrated on furthering education, and the 
research organization 3 in Espoo focused mainly on research. 

Table 9 Research organizations’ motivations for joining the ecosystem 

Case Espoo Paris 

Motivating 
factor 

Talent marketing 

• Marketing student’s 
capabilities 

• Encouraging company 
recruits 

Open innovation 

• Enabling innovation 
through creation of links 
between students, startups 
and large businesses 

Learning 

• Understanding 
industry needs 

• Defining common 
vision for the future 

 

Implementation of research 
results 

• Transferring research 
findings into practice 
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� FACTORS ENCOURAGING PLATFORM 
CONTRIBUTION 

This chapter examines different factors encouraging actors to contribute to the 
platform. First, the startups’ perspective is considered, after which the industrial 
enterprises insights are explored. Lastly, the factors encouraging research 
organizations participation and contribution in the ecosystem are presented. 

8.3.1.�STARTUP PERSPECTIVE 

Mutual benefit and reciprocity 

Two of the interviewed startups in Paris and three of the startups in case Espoo 
highlighted the importance of common interest for the collaboration. They 
emphasized the importance that both parties need to benefit from the collaboration in 
order to the collaboration to develop. 

SE10: “There has to be win-win situation for both parties, to find a reason 
why these companies want to collaborate”  

SP1: “We do something that really fits the need for everyone. So I think 
from this point of view this collaboration is really good for us.”  

Furthermore, some of the interviewed startups noted that also reciprocity supports 
the collaboration between partners. In Espoo two of the startups suggested that 
collaboration in the ecosystem requires that all the parties offer and gain something 
from the ecosystem. 

SE7: “We want to do this together with Nokia, we believe that we can bring 
added value and some functionalities that others won’t have. Then in return 
we expect to get visibility among operators.”  

SE8: “We need to contribute from both sides.” 

In addition, three of the startups in Paris acknowledged the importance of 
reciprocity.  The startups that were situated in Nokia’s co-working space in Paris 
were even willing to do some favors for Nokia in exchange for the access to the co-
working space. The startup and Nokia representatives had created interpersonal 
relationships that were based on trust, which facilitated the reciprocity between 
actors. 
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SP2: “Some of the events, like those open days on site, they are not that 
much of a benefit for us. I would say that is the counterpart of being here on 
the site. Like win-win, we spend one day, half a day per year in those events 
and it is like good manners towards Nokia.”  

Convenience 

Some of the interviewed startup partners suggested that the easiness of integration to 
the platform is an important factor for deciding whether to make a contribution to the 
platform. The startups noted that they would not be ready to utilize excessive 
amounts of their limited resources to develop something on the platform that is not 
in line with their existing business. 

SE9: “We can try it as a technical experiment without too much effort, so if 
it is easy, that it won’t require that much research and development costs. – 
That if it would go as our business would do anyway so why not. But I don’t 
see any reason to develop something special for this.”  

SP1: “I think at first they knew they needed an application case and they felt 
because we met few months before that we could be this application case. -- 
Then we just proposed some ideas, and then with the Nokia team we chose 
one idea which was completely perfect for us as it was in line what we 
wanted to do, and the type of business that we didn’t have to change 
anything which was really important for us.” 

Furthermore, the interviewed startups were looking for concrete and fast experiments 
from the collaboration. Instead of having just networking events, they were looking 
for a concrete purpose and a case for collaboration.  

SE9: “Concrete pilots and concrete doing is something I imagine startups 
would want.”  

SE7: “We believe that throwing parties or baking sausages together is fun 
and I don’t say people shouldn’t do that, but it should be taken a step 
forward, so that those companies have some kind of incentive to 
collaborate.”  
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Flexible and agile organizational processes 

The interviews in both locations revealed that the internal processes at Nokia are not 
ideally designed for collaborative work with agile startups. Thus, the interviewed 
startup partners mentioned Nokia’s slow and stiff processes as one of the biggest 
challenges for the collaboration. 

 SE10: “The problem is that this kind of startup is very quick in its moves 
and a big company is not.”  

SE9: “Startups are not interested in slides that tell you what happens in 
2020, it doesn’t help us in any ways. For us, it is waste of time and money. If 
we can test something next week that would be something we and other 
startups would want. Or at the latest in the next month. So not wondering 
what is going to happen after six months. That doesn’t interest startups.”  

SP4: “I think because we are small and sign a MOU [Memorandum of 
Understanding] with someone, it means that we are really working on 
something. But I guess for Nokia it is the very first beginning of the co-
operation with each other. I think the action level is little different.” 

In addition to the generally slow processes within Nokia, the procurement and billing 
practices at Nokia was seen as a hindrance in the collaboration with startups. The 
procurement and billing practices at Nokia have been designed to serve much bigger 
customers than small startup companies. One of the interviewed startups in Espoo, 
who had already started a joint project with Nokia argued that the billing system that 
Nokia has in place is not going to work with startup partners. According to this 
startup, small companies are not able to wait the traditional payment time to get 
compensation for their work. 

 SE10: “Then there are the billing practices of a large organization, which 
was a big problem for me. 90 days is a ruthless long time to wait your 
money. Especially when this project was like this that we had bought the 
hardware already in the fall and then I had to buy computers and 
development environment and all that, so the money was there already half a 
year before anything was delivered, and even after that we had to wait for 
that three months. Nine months for waiting your money, that is not going to 
work with a small company.” 
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Furthermore, the interviewed startup hoped more transparency in the procurement 
processes, as now the long payment time came as a surprise for the entrepreneur. 

SE10: “It is manageable when you know it, but it came as a surprise for me 
afterwards, as we didn’t realize to mention in the offer what was the 
payment time. We couldn’t have imagined that it would be 90 days.”  

In addition to the billing practices within Nokia, also Nokia’s purchase conditions 
were described to be too strict for smaller businesses. 

SE7: “Then we come to these conditions that this kind of companies [startup 
companies] should have different kind of purchase conditions, Nokia and 
company X are good examples. For instance, company X have 40-page long 
purchasing conditions and same goes to Nokia, so that is not ideal for a 
small company... --- It should be understood that we are buying something 
from there and getting something from there, we demand something from 
them, but the rules are different than for example buying components with 
billion euros.”  

Financing 

In both cases the startup partners emphasized the importance of organizing 
collaboration around concrete projects, as the money coming from projects would 
enable them to participate in the collaboration with their otherwise scarce resources. 

SP1: “The main problem for us is, not a problem, but a bit of a twist is that, 
for now our relation with Nokia is completely money free and if we want to 
do this project we will on our side need some funds, and the question is if 
Nokia is able to put some money on the table for us to work from. Because 
that’s the problem for us: we need money and we don’t have limitless 
resources to use in the project. If we have like one man working half time on 
it, it would be like almost all of our human resources in the project, so it is 
very crucial.”  

SE7: “Small companies have totally different relationship with money than 
big corporations. So the best way to organize the collaboration is that you 
buy something from the small company.”  
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Clear platform vision 

In Espoo, the interviewed startups argued that the vision for the Nokia Innovation 
Platform is not yet clear. The interviewed startup SE8 saw the idea of the platform 
excellent, but explained how the execution of the idea is still missing as the vision 
for the platform is not clear for everyone at Nokia. 

 SE8: “The idea in this [co-working space] and in this platform is excellent, 
but maybe the execution is still a bit missing. I believe that when they will 
find the focus and need, so I think, it would start there, but I believe it is not 
that clear yet. It can be so that people don’t understand it, as I discussed 
with company X, they are former Nokia employees, so they wondered, or not 
wondered but recognized themselves back over the years, that when some 
startup is asking for money and no one will bother or think it is their 
concern to handle.”  

What is more, one of the interviewed startups in Espoo saw the creation of an 
ecosystem around Nokia’s technology platform challenging for Nokia. The value 
creation logic changes from linear value creation process to ecosystem model, which 
one startup described challenging for a traditional industrial company like Nokia as 
the transformation from pipeline business to ecosystem model requires shift in the 
organization’s mindset. Opening up some of Nokia’s key technologies to the 
ecosystem can eat up some business opportunities that Nokia could otherwise have. 

SE9: “That traditional value chain thinking where you try to maximize your 
own value and gain as high position as possible in that value chain, and also 
to capture all the value for yourself, so I believe that [the shift to platform 
ecosystem] is hard. There are industrial companies with a long industrial 
background that are doing the decision that now they are just this kind of 
technology platform player, ecosystem player, that helps others to build 
good business for themselves. So that is extremely difficult…”  

However, in the Paris ecosystem one of the interviewed startups also wondered what 
would be Nokia’s vision for the business model of the platform, as this would affect 
the continuation of the collaboration in the long term and their decision to invest in 
the platform contribution.  

SP1: “It really depends on Nokia, because I think the Nokia Innovation 
Platform it is not clear today how it would be sold and how the customers 
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will use it, so it really depends. We could continue depending on the 
business model you would like to follow with that.”   

Platform design and evolution 

Due to the early stages of the platform development, the Nokia Innovation Platform 
access was still very restricted, which was seen as a hindrance for starting the 
collaboration in the Espoo ecosystem. 

SE9: “The challenge is precisely that if we want to do something, it is closed 
[the platform] at the moment. If you want to create a project it requires 
interfaces, you can find them here, this is how you open them. This is how 
we can get our systems integrated. --- If it is closed, there is no use of it. For 
example, at the moment we can’t do anything as everything is closed.”  

SE8: “Well, we have understood and seen that it is, how would I say this, it 
[the platform] is in its beginnings, so that there have nott really been a clear 
opportunity for us to do this kind of contribution.”  

However, in the Paris ecosystem none of the interviewees mentioned the problem of 
getting access to the platform. Often the collaboration process did not start by giving 
and getting the access to the platform, but with ideation and brainstorming together 
with the partners. In Paris, technology provided by the platform was seen as an 
enabler for innovation, but not necessarily the starting point for the collaboration 
process. 

SP2: “It was really later we started to talk about technological exchange. 
Now we are discussing about project for new technological use of Nokia 5G 
platform [the Nokia Innovation Platform], which we could integrate in our 
system. But at first, our collaboration was mainly us participating in the 
events here in the site, to tell a bit about what we were doing to other 
ecosystem partners”  

The interviewed startup partners in Espoo stated that boundary resources are 
necessities for integration to the platform. At the time of this research, the platform 
was still under development and lacked the boundary resources that would ease the 
integration process. Especially one startup partner that was developing the first use 
case on the platform highlighted the importance of boundary resources, as if they 
would have been existed, the project could have been conducted much faster than it 
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did. Moreover, the existence of boundary resources was seen beneficial also for 
Nokia as it would decrease the need for technical support resources the platform 
partners will have.  

SE10: “Well there were technical challenges; it wasn’t clear how we should 
do the integration to the cloud environment. There were no examples, 
libraries or anything like that. – There is certainly a need for that, for a 
simple example packet, that would tell you to use these kinds of components 
and libraries so that you would easily start from that. It would be a big help 
for this kind of startup and also for Nokia, as they would have a ready-made 
solution and they wouldn’t need to support everyone individually.”  

SE9: “If there would exist open interfaces and documentation on this, as 
Amazon’s services don’t have anything closed; you can find everything there 
well documented and similarly in Google’s interfaces. – Then it is an open 
ecosystem, so if I would develop something to Amazon’s or Google’s 
ecosystem, I will use their open interfaces and I don’t need to discuss 
anything with Google’s project manager. But a platform like this which is 
totally closed at the moment, so there is no other chance than to develop 
something as a joint project. Or then we need to wait that something public 
would come out of this, which I doubt it won’t.”  

Furthermore, one of the startup in Espoo also expressed their concern on the 
platform continuity, and explained that there are quite big risks in building an 
integrated system on top of the platform as the platform evolutions is not guaranteed. 

SE9: “I am not going to build my business so that it could bring me some 
benefits after three years of having some kind of integrated system, no way I 
am going to do that. There are too big risks for that they decide that this 
platform is no longer needed, so let’s throw it into the bin.” 

Sense of community and critical mass of actors 

As many of the interviewed partners were located in Nokia’s co-working spaces, the 
importance of shared location was highlighted in the interviews. Many of the 
startups had joined the ecosystem as they were attracted by the space Nokia was 
providing. In Paris, the interviewed startups noted that instead of having a mass of 
startups present in the co-working space, the type of relationships between them 
were seen to be more important. Informal events and discussions were seen to 
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support the formation of common identity between the local ecosystem partners and 
create a sense of community among the diverse actors. 

SP1: “I think working and discussing with other entrepreneurs and other 
startups is important. I think you need that. At first, it is like incredible 
mental support, because they have the same issues as you have.”  

SP2: “I think that the main point there is to have nice discussions a bit 
outside of work. --- I think it reinforces the bond between people and makes 
everybody feel as we are part of the group and inside every startup being 
part of the team.”  

In Espoo, all the startups located in Nokia’s premises mentioned that critical mass of 
startups would be required in order to create buzz around the ecosystem. They 
suggested that reaching a critical mass of diverse ecosystem members with different 
capabilities would support the creation of synergies between partners. 

SE8: “I believe there are lot of startup companies that would like to do their 
own business within this platform context and together with other actors. 
However, that requires that critical mass and also a certain buzz around 
this.” 

In Paris, reaching a critical mass of companies was not seen as a requirement for 
creating a buzz around the evolving ecosystem. Instead, the startups in Nokia’s co-
working space at Paris had started to organize community events on their own, even 
though there were only couple startups working in the space.  

Coordination of collaboration 

The interviews with startups revealed that some coordination is required to 
accelerate collaboration in the ecosystem. This was especially highlighted in the 
Espoo ecosystem. Some of the startups in Espoo were dissatisfied on the way 
collaboration was organized, or they thought it has not been organized at all. They 
were looking for more active coordination of collaboration from Nokia’s sides. 
According to the interviewees, collaboration practices should be created in order to 
create some concrete action in the ecosystem.  

SE8: “These elements are here, but there should be collaboration practices 
in order to create situations for concrete co-creation. Now the problem is 
that we are here in the quiet corner and then there are some programs and 
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firms somewhere else, and if we meet couple times a year in some seminars, 
so that is not going to lead to anything. We would need to activate in these 
things, someone should do the first moves, someone should initiate 
something, I don’t know what, but so that we would have a frequent routine 
for collaboration.”  

The startups in Espoo pointed out the importance of continuation in building 
ecosystem relationships. Creating an ecosystem requires a lot of effort and also 
resources in order to make something concrete out of the collaboration. 

SE9: “So how to build this kind of ecosystem, how much it requires effort, it 
can’t be that you just have one conversation and think something is going to 
happen. It needs huge amount of effort to keep and build those 
relationships”  

One of the startups pointed out that creation of a technology platform is easy, and the 
hardest part is actually the creation of an ecosystem around it. The startup suggested 
that coordination should be organized by creating a partnership program that has the 
resources to initiate and accelerate collaboration projects. 

SE9: “I think it should be about the completion of the collaboration 
program and about how you create that program. Maybe you will have once 
in a quarter of a year an innovation day or something, where you invite all 
potential partners and then tell them if you want to start a project together it 
will happen like this. Then when you decide to start a project, there should 
be those resources that can complete it. But it is about how you build that 
kind of program as it won’t build itself. Building this kind of technology 
platform is easy, but the hardest part is the creation of the ecosystem.” 

However, one of the interviewed startup in Espoo explained that the needed 
coordinative action on Nokia’s side would be just finding suitable firms to the 
ecosystem that could then find some synergies between them. 

SE10: “I think coordination is needed in a way that they [Nokia] would find 
some good companies here, which would then get excited about this. Maybe 
that way this will go forward.” 
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In Paris, the collaboration practices had already been established, and the 
interviewed startups found networking and regular communication with the Nokia 
team as enabling factors for collaboration. 

SP1: “So I think at first when we started, our Nokia host tried to put us in 
touch with as many people in Nokia as possible. So we as a startup could 
realize what we could do together, but also to make the different business 
units also aware that we have different startups working in here and we 
could have joint projects. So in the first phase we met a lot of people, maybe 
during the first three or four first months.”  

Knowledge mobility 

The interviewees in both cases explained the importance of knowledge mobility. 
Especially regular communication within the network was noted to be a key factor 
for collaboration to develop. In Paris, the interviewed startups were content on the 
way communication was organized in the network. The startups had a lot of informal 
meetings with Nokia representatives and felt that they were kept up-to-date on the 
progress within the ecosystem. Communication between Nokia representatives and 
startups was kept regular and informal, which was a key strategy for ecosystem 
development within the Nokia Paris team. The Nokia representative responsible for 
ecosystem development organized regular informal meetings (e.g. lunches) with 
partners to discuss the recent developments on the ecosystem and tried to support 
partners finding supporting links within the network. The interviewed startup SP5 
explained how they have found a new partner through Nokia’s ecosystem and how 
they are currently developing joint project with them. One of the interviewed partner 
even noted that such transparent communication was more than they had expected 
from a big company like Nokia. 

SP3: “Particularly you know having a regular talk with [our Nokia contact] 
has been really helpful for us just in terms of knowing the status of things 
and new opportunities, new people to talk to and that kind of things. With 
other organizations we have worked with don’t necessarily, at least as big 
companies as Nokia, we don’t have that like that pointed person who we 
would talk regularly, so it can be more a challenge to know what’s up, 
what’s going on, what’s the status.”  
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SP2: “Our Nokia contact comes often in our space and we have lunch with 
him, so we are discussing, I would say every day, but we never have said 
something like we would meet every month or anything like that.”  

On the contrary, in Espoo the knowledge mobility was seen as a challenge. Three of 
the interviewed startups explained how the communication between the ecosystem 
members was very minimal at the moment. 

SE8: “It would require some networking and that new members would tell a 
bit what they are doing. Then they [Nokia] would tell about what is the focus 
in this thing and what kind of projects there is and about different 
possibilities where members could contribute. In a way, it would require 
dialogue what is going on.”  

SE9: “The challenge with the innovation platform team has been that we 
have one conversation and we talk we would do something but then we 
haven’t heard from them anymore.”  

In both cases, startups proposed that sufficient documentation should be provided in 
order to increase transparency and continuity in the communication. People should 
be able to access the essential information even after some of the people working in 
the projects are not available. 

SE10: “There has been some challenge in that individual people know only 
their own area of expertise, and when you really need to get a solution for 
your problem, that has been quite slow during the project.”  

 SP3: “I think that could also be helpful in providing continuity between 
different people and Nokia say that person A have to move from project to 
get really busy with another project and person B could kind of look the 
previous communication and pick up where that left off.”  

Innovation appropriability 

The startup partners expressed their concern on innovation appropriability in both 
locations. According to the interviewed startups, it is important for them to be able to 
secure their data and products. Especially when working with a big company like 
Nokia, the startups’ negotiation position is not necessarily the most ideal.  
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SP2: “I mean startups always have to be a bit conservative about their data 
and what they are doing, but we only made the NDA, we only made it so that 
it was not... How do you say... It wasn’t safe anymore to go further, because 
we would commit ourselves too much with our technology.” 

SE9: “The negotiation position for this kind of startup is so weak.”  

Thus, one of the startups explained that keeping their independence is important, 
unless Nokia would make an investment to the company or be involved in the 
startups business in other way. 

SP2: “Moreover, I think that generally speaking, startups would like to keep 
their independence. Expect if there is real involvement from Nokia in the 
startup, for example taking part of the capital of the startup, making 
investment to the startup or something like that.”   

Most of the startups saw contracts useful, as they provide a document that can be 
revisited. However, most of the startups saw that the contracts should be designed 
differently than the existing contract models made for bigger clients; they should be 
more flexible than the existing ones and better suited for working with smaller 
businesses. 

SE7: “Contracts are good in a way that you can always go back to them. 
That there is something we have agreed together that we should do this, so 
we don’t need to discuss on that. Some IPR issues and related things are 
okay, but the nature of the contract should be different.”  

Furthermore, the interviewed startups noted that often innovation thrives more freely 
without strict and bureaucratic contracts, in more casual settings as in brainstorming 
sessions or in casual conversations. Thus, contracts should be designed to be flexible 
in a way that they enable innovativeness in the collaboration. 

SP3: “I would say that a lot of innovation happen in kind of conversations 
that are not under NDA, in more casual conversations, brainstorming 
conversations and that kind of thing. In that respect, I don’t necessarily 
worry about NDAs all that much because my personal believe, I wouldn’t 
say I am speaking behalf of all the members of my organization, but my 
personal belief is that a lot of the most interesting stuff happens outside of 
those NDA spaces.”  
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SE8: “When we talk about innovations, it could be so that the less contracts 
we have, the more innovative we are.”  

Consequently, the role of trust was highlighted in most of the interviews with startup 
partners. Mutual trust was seen as an enabling factor for collaboration. One of the 
interviewed startup saw contracts more as a practical protection, but the actual work 
between the partners should be based on mutual trust. 

SE10: “This project is based on mutual trust, which has allowed us to do 
very light contracts.”  

SP2: “The contracts are more like really practical protection, and if 
someone would make a mistake, it can happen too, so it would also protect 
us from mistakes. For example, if someone in Nokia would make a mistake. 
But we trust everyone here and I think it is quite important for us to be able 
to trust people at Nokia. -- Because for startup, a comfortable environment 
is somewhere you don’t have to think if you can trust people that are round 
you.”  

In addition, one interviewed startup described the role of trust important in the 
collaboration, as it enables creation of tacit rules and supports reciprocity between 
partners. 

SP1: “I think it [the role of trust] is bigger because, I am not even sure that 
any startup or even Nokia would remember what was in the memorandum of 
understanding. It is purely, we have created a set of tacit rules where we, for 
instance when we invite people over, suppliers, installers etc., We have to 
ask from Nokia to get them through as we cannot as startups make the IDs 
for them. For that we have to tell him [Nokia host] as soon as possible to 
organize this kind of stuff.”  

However, one startup in Espoo argued that nothing is based on trust between 
companies. According to this startup contracts bring protection for the company 
even though people change within them. 

SE9: “Well, nothing is based on trust. So if you are big or small company, 
you should write things down you have agreed to, for example IPRs. I don’t 
believe that if someone has shaken your hand or discussed in the coffee 
table, that it would have any value when the person leaves the company. 
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Their followers will think that this kind of valuable thing has been created 
and try to benefit from it.” 

Summary of the findings in this chapter 

The startups’ perspectives on the factors encouraging platform participation can be 
found in Table 10 below. The startups in Espoo and Paris had very similar views on 
the factors that encourage platform participation. However, the startups’ experiences 
on these different factors differed between the locations due to different ecosystem 
strategies and stages of the ecosystem development.  

Table 10 Factors encouraging platform participation of startups 

Encouraging 
factor 

Mechanism Experiences in 
Espoo 

Experiences in 
Paris 

Mutual benefit 
and reciprocity 

• Common interest for 
collaboration 

• Mutual benefit 
• Reciprocity 

Should be 
prerequisite for 
collaboration, 
not yet actual 
experiences 

Collaboration is 
based on trust 
and reciprocity 

Convenience • Easiness of integration 
• Concrete and fast 

experiments 

Focus should be 
on concrete 
action rather 
than networking 

Collaboration 
was seen as 
conveniently 
organized 

Flexible and 
agile processes 

• Fast and flexible 
processes 

• Flexible procurement 
• Transparency 

Nokia’s internal 
processes were 
seen as 
hindrance for 
collaboration 

Nokia’s internal 
processes were 
seen as 
hindrance for 
collaboration 

Financing • Getting financing 
• Collaboration around 

concrete projects 

Collaboration 
should involve 
real business 
opportunities 

Collaboration 
should involve 
real business 
opportunities 

Clear platform 
vision 

• Clear vision for the 
platform 

• Change in company’s 
mindset 

• Vision for the platform 
business model 

The platform 
idea is good, but 
the vision is not 
clear for 
everyone 

The long-term 
platform vision 
should be 
formed in order 
to support the 
continuation of 
collaboration 
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Platform design 
and evolution 

• Open platform access 
• Available boundary 

resources 
• Continuity of the 

platform 

A key barrier for 
collaboration 

The use of the 
platform 
technologies not 
necessarily 
priority in the 
early stages of 
collaboration 

Sense of 
community 

• Geographical and social 
proximity 

• Informal events 
• Critical mass of actors 

Would require 
critical mass of 
diverse actors 

Common 
identity and 
sense of 
community 
support the 
collaboration in 
the ecosystem 

Coordination of 
collaboration 

• Established collaboration 
practices 

• Building of ecosystem 
relationships 

• Supporting networking 
and finding synergies 
between members 

Collaboration 
practices should 
be established, 
and more 
resources should 
be devoted to 
coordination 

Interviewees 
were satisfied 
how the 
coordination of 
collaboration is 
organized 

Knowledge 
mobility 

• Regular and informal 
communication 

• Transparency 
• Documentation 

Minimal 
communication 
was seen as a 
barrier for 
collaboration 

Knowledge 
flows efficiently 
in the ecosystem 

Innovation 
appropriability 

• Protection for data, 
technology and products 

• Keeping independence 
• Flexible and light 

contracts 
• Trust 
• Reciprocity 

Startups should 
be careful for its 
IP, but 
collaboration is 
based on trust 
between 
partners 

Startups should 
be careful for its 
IP, but 
collaboration is 
based on trust 
between 
partners 
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8.3.2. INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISE PERSPECTIVE 

This chapter presents factors encouraging industrial enterprises for platform 
contribution. 

Mutual benefit and common will 

Industrial enterprises in Espoo and Paris agreed that a common will and a mutual 
benefit are essential for starting the collaboration. 

IE3: “There needs to be a common will for the collaboration, so that both 
parties will benefit.”  

The interviewed industrial enterprise in Paris explained how important it is to engage 
partners into collaboration in order to build a common goal for the partners. The 
interviewed industrial enterprise highlighted that in actual collaboration, the project 
should be co-governed so that people would feel really as part of it. The interviewee 
illustrated this by describing how they have organized the collaboration in their open 
innovation lab: 

IP1: “We decided to create this place to start to explore stuff in it, we 
stopped working after one month and we wanted this object to be an open 
object. When we came to see Nokia, to see the other partners we didn’t say 
we have this wonderful open lab, we designed everything so come inside, 
instead we said we have this intention, if you want to build it with us, come 
onboard. We didn’t design everything, so it will be our common job to build 
it. We wanted this to be organic and co-build. This is really important for me 
and in a real way – that is what I mean by not fake. So we decided to co-
govern it. So we don’t decide everything inside [Renault]. All the partners 
meet twice a month to decide what is happening in here, is it going in the 
right way.” 

Moreover, in Espoo, one of the industrial enterprises stated how they would after all 
be engaged in this collaboration for selfish reasons. They would use the platform and 
participate in the ecosystem if they expect to get more from Nokia than from other 
suppliers. 

IE3: “However, it should be remembered that we are aiming for things that 
suit us best. So if we expect to get more from other suppliers, it is not given 
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that we choose to collaborate with Nokia. Even though as a Finn it would be 
nice to think like this. --- It is about learning together for selfish reasons.” 

Concreteness 

The interviewed industrial enterprises in Paris and in Espoo highlighted the 
importance of concreteness in collaboration. Instead of just networking, the 
collaboration should focus on real business goals. 

IP1: “Another important point was that we wanted to play with the others 
and not fake it. --- I think it is useful to open your mind but to work on real 
subjects and business stuff. It is not just about going somewhere to have a 
nice drink, that is not the point either.” 

Platform design 

In Espoo, the platform design was seen as one of the key factors that affect the 
platform contribution. The platform should be designed open enough to enable the 
access of third parties. One of the industrial companies noted that they would need 
the access to the platform as soon as possible in order to the collaboration to 
develop, as without the platform access they are not able to contribute to the 
platform. 

IE2: “In order to it [the collaboration] to develop, we see that we would at 
least need the access to this platform as quickly as possible, so that we can 
start building some demo projects, which we can then present to the field, to 
companies, in our case to industry operators. As long as we cannot connect 
terminals, we cannot connect any applications, so in our perspective there is 
not anything [yet]. Community without content is meaningless.  

Furthermore, the other industrial enterprise in Espoo stated that the evolution of the 
platform is important, as it can become a disadvantage if the chosen platform does 
not develop similarly than the competing systems. 

IE3: “We need to start to understand where this world is going. You can 
always make good guesses but always when you choose a platform --if you 
choose the wrong one, it will become a remarkable disadvantage for 
competition in the future. If that innovation cloud doesn’t develop similarly 
than competing cloud systems, if our chosen IoT-platform doesn’t develop so 
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it is not easy to change it, but it affects our capability to serve our 
customers.”  

Innovation appropriability 

Equitable share of value was seen important in both locations. One of the 
interviewed industrial enterprises in Espoo stated that contracts should be in order 
when patentable information is created in order to ensure the fair value capture for 
all the parties involved.  

IE3: “But then if we start to share possible information, evidently we come 
to that if something will be changed for us, then we need to start that 
conversation [on contracting]. Or if we participate in a project where 
essential information is created, that could be used for a product or if it 
would be patentable, then the contracts need to be in order. At this moment, 
it is challenging to see that sort of thing anytime soon.”   

Furthermore, this interviewed industrial enterprise in Espoo argued that many 
players in the ecosystem would like to think they are the platform owners and 
provide the data for others, as usually the platform owner is in a good position for 
value creation. Thus, in addition to collaboration, there will also be competition in 
the ecosystem. This is why equitable value capture was seen as supporting factor for 
platform contribution. 

IE3: “Whoever owns the platform is in a good position for value creation. 
Who gets the data out of it... I see that we could partly be that platform. At 
the same time, we need to remember that also our suppliers think they are 
the platform by offering their own cloud services and also Nokia with their 
own cloud and then we have a huge pile of clouds where we get the data 
from. If everyone is using their own centered data centers, that does not 
really make sense.”  

IE2: “If we think about ecosystems in nature, so it means that there will be 
actors that eat each other. You don’t think about that in business ecosystem 
context, there you always think it is a win-win situation.” 

In addition, the industrial enterprise in Paris suggested that there should be a clear 
distinction between the collaborative work that can be done for free and the work 
that belongs to companies’ actual business. Without a clear distinction between these 
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types of work the parties might feel that the created value is not shared equally 
among partners or smaller companies might not be able to contribute to the projects 
with their scarce resources. 

IP1: “What we had to discuss with all the partners, we had to be very clever 
that when it is something we can spend some time on, let’s discuss for two 
hours every week. Okay we can take this free for everyone. For example, 
when I approach company X and say hey we need your help in this project, 
and it is clearly in their regular jobs, so it is something that we pay. I think 
that in such a place it is very important to be very clear on when it is 
starting to be a business and then that’s not a problem.” 

The other interviewed industrial enterprise in Espoo explained that in Finland it is 
common to form informal contracts between business partners, as the collaboration 
is more based on mutual trust than a heavy contracting system. 

IE2: “Being a Finn, we have used to work informally in many contexts, so 
often also in business we don’t necessarily use formal contracts or do orders 
separately, as in this culture with gentleman’s agreements we can go in a 
long way. So in that sense, I don’t see a formal contracting system as an 
essential part of this. If it otherwise makes sense in a global scale, so then 
why not.” 

Summary of the findings in this chapter 

Table 11 summarizes the findings in this chapter. 

Table 11 Factors encouraging platform participation of industrial enterprises 

Encouraging 
factor 

Mechanism Experiences in 
Espoo 

Experiences in 
Paris 

Common goal 
and mutual 
benefit 

• Mutual benefit 
• Common goal 

Common goal is 
important for 
collaboration to 
initiate, but in 
the end, 
everyone is 
taking care of 
their own 
advantage  

Common goal in 
the ecosystem is 
created through 
concretely 
actively 
engaging 
partners into 
mutually 
benefiting 
collaboration 
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Concreteness • Focus on action 
instead of just 
networking 

Main focus of 
collaboration 
should be in 
concrete 
projects 

Main focus of 
collaboration 
should be in 
concrete 
projects 

Platform design • Getting platform 
access 

• Platform evolution 

Platform access 
critical for the 
collaboration to 
develop 

Platform 
technology is 
not a priority, 
focus should be 
on developing 
new innovations 
and business 

Innovation 
appropriability 

• Ensuring fair value 
capture 

• Balancing between 
collaboration and 
competition  

• Focusing on trust 
building rather than 
heavy contracting 

Contracts should 
be in place when 
information is 
patentable, but 
in the end 
collaboration is 
based on mutual 
trust between 
partners 

Voluntary 
ecosystem work 
and real 
business 
projects should 
be distinctly 
separated from 
each other 

 

8.3.3. RESEARCH ORGANIZATION PERSPECTIVE 

The different factors encouraging platform participation of research organizations 
are explored in this chapter. 

Ecosystem orchestration 

According to the interviews with research organizations, networking and ecosystem 
orchestration were seen beneficial for ecosystem collaboration. The research 
organization in Paris (RP1) highlighted that networking supports the creation of new 
combination of capabilities. One of the interviewed research organizations explained 
that all the necessary components to a new product or service innovation might 
already exist in the network, but however, networking is required in order to connect 
the right parties in the ecosystem. 

RE2: “Networking is a big thing in here [in the ecosystem], so that we can 
find new kind of combinations. It can be so that all the components exist but 
we need someone to bring them together.”  
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All the interviewed research organizations agreed that the ecosystem requires at least 
some level of coordination to promote transparency and knowledge mobility within 
the ecosystem. One research organization in Espoo explained that ecosystem 
orchestration does not necessarily signify anything complicated, but just the usage of 
different kind of communication tools and creation of possibilities for interactions 
between partners. The coordination should be about furthering ideas created within 
the ecosystem, and also about establishing collaboration practices in the ecosystem.  

RE3: “It is always good to support the network by increasing transparency, 
communication and knowledge mobility. It doesn’t have to be anything 
complicated. Newsletters and websites, all the traditional ways of 
communication including different kind of meetings are desirable. Then 
there could be some sort of additional interventions, for example to create 
ways for increasing mobility between people in different organizations. --- 
So that if new good ideas are created in the network, they should be taken 
forward. It is about developing the practical activities in the network. They 
blame that in Finland we have these kinds of coffee breaks and people write 
joint strategies and agendas but then nothing happens. Network 
coordination would be the antidote to exactly that, so that we would be 
constantly thinking how to bring things forward.”  

Knowledge mobility 

Furthermore, the interviewees especially highlighted the importance of knowledge 
mobility. Information should be made available for the ecosystem partners in order 
to understand what other people are currently working on and in order to find 
synergies between partners. In addition, the research organizations expected good 
reciprocal information exchange between partners, as they are interested in how the 
technology evolves. One of the research organizations in Espoo explained that 
especially in the constantly evolving technology field, it is essential to be part of the 
network, part of the ecosystem, in order to access the latest information in the field. 

RE2: “We are looking for a good reciprocal information exchange from this 
ecosystem. We are interested in how the technology evolves, how we can use 
it in our applications. --- Information in these technology fields, in these hot 
fields, is a relative concept as it changes so much, renews so quickly. 
Technology gets old quickly. So the most important thing is to belong to the 
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network, that you will have access to the information. Otherwise the 
information expires quickly.”  

Trust 

Trust was seen as an enabling factor for ecosystem evolution by research 
organizations in both locations. The collaborative relationships should be based on 
mutual trust. The research organizations in Espoo as well as in Paris had a long 
history of working together with Nokia (and former Alcatel-Lucent), and strong 
personal relationships had been built between these parties. One of the interviewed 
research organizations in Espoo stated that the collaboration with partners is more 
based on mutual trust rather than formal contracting.  

RE2: “We have so many partners here, that if we would do a NDA 
agreement with everyone, we should have a law office next to us. So there 
should be that kind of mutual trust as a rule in the collaboration.” 

Platform design 

One research organization in Espoo explained that the Nokia Innovation Platform 
could offer them an easy solution for implementing existing research and developed 
applications to a real environment in the industry. The platform should be designed 
as open as possible and easy to integrate to. 

RE3: “Now there can open up some opportunities, that in the research 
projects we do with our partners, we could use this innovation platform to 
develop something that we can transfer directly to a real environment, for 
example to a paper mill. At the moment this is speculative thing, but this 
creates an opportunity to build up an easy platform on top of which we can 
replicate something we have already done here.”   
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Summary of the findings in this chapter 

Table 12 summarizes the different factors that encourage research organizations to 
contribute to the platform. 

Table 12 Factors encouraging platform participation of research organizations 

Enabling factor Mechanism Espoo Paris 

Ecosystem 
orchestration 

• Networking 
• Increased 

transparency 

Networking and 
efficient and 
transparent 
communication 
create a base for 
collaboration 
facilitates 
creation of 
innovation 

Networking is 
important for 
creation of new 
combinations of 
capabilities, thus 
supporting 
development of 
radical 
innovation 

Knowledge 
mobility 

• Easy access to 
information 

Getting access to 
new information 
in the field 
encourages 
participation 

Efficient flow of 
information and 
knowledge 
support 
ecosystem 
collaboration 

Trust • Mutual trust as 
a base for 
collaboration 

Trust supports 
the creation of 
collaborative 
relationships 

Trust supports 
the creation of 
collaborative 
relationships 

Platform design • Platform 
openness 

• Easy 
integration 

Easily accessible 
platform creates 
opportunities for 
the industry-
research 
collaboration 

Not seen as a 
necessity for 
collaboration to 
develop 
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IV DISCUSSION 

9.�DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter, empirical findings are contrasted with the theoretical framework and 
the main findings are discussed. Conclusions are made through answering the 
empirical research questions. The initial theoretical framework is revised based on 
the empirical findings in the end of this chapter.  

� ANSWERS TO THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
In this chapter, the empirical findings form the interviews are contrasted to the initial 
theoretical framework and the empirical research questions (ERQs) are answered. 

9.1.1.�MOTIVATIONS OF PARTNERS 

This sub chapter discusses the different motivations of ecosystem partners to join the 
ecosystem and answers to the first empirical research question: 

ERQ1: What factors motivates diverse actors to join the ecosystem? 

At first, the chapter discusses the different factors motivating participation of 
startups. Next, the motivations of industrial organizations and research organizations 
are explored. 

Startups 

The factors that motivate startups to join Nokia’s innovation ecosystem were fairly 
similar in both cases. Based on the interview findings, the key driver for entering the 
ecosystem was extrinsic motivation. Extrinsic motivations refers to activities that are 
driven by different types incentives or rewards derived from the external 
environment (Ryan and Deci, 2000). Battistella and Nonino (2012) categorize these 
extrinsic motivations to economic, professional and social motivations. First, 
extrinsic economic motivations are considered. Most of the interviewed startups 
explained that the main motivation for joining the ecosystem was the need of 
inexpensive office space. Thus, providing free or inexpensive co-working spaces for 
startups can be an efficient way to attract participants to an emerging ecosystem. 
This finding supports the existing literature on innovation ecosystems, which 
suggests that geographical proximity is one of the key drivers for network formation 
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(Hoekman et al, 2009). The literature proposes that geographical proximity supports 
the formation of network contacts and facilitates the exchange of tacit knowledge 
between actors, which fosters the creation of new knowledge and innovation 
(Boschma, 2005). 

In addition to access Nokia’s co-working space, the interviewed startups’ extrinsic 
economic motivations also included potential business opportunities and access to 
technology and expertise. Many of the interviewees explained how they wish to get 
access to Nokia’s global markets and initiate business cases with Nokia’s partners 
and also together with Nokia. The platform literature also considers market access as 
one of the key value propositions for complementors. Platforms open up the access 
to potential markets and help ecosystem members to reach potential customers they 
would not have reached on their own (Tiwana, 2013). Thus, platforms can provide 
ecosystem members opportunities to increase the demand of their product or service.  

Furthermore, surprisingly most of the startups considered getting access to Nokia’s 
technologies as a secondary motive for joining the ecosystem. Only one startup, 
whose core business was related to network technology, mentioned technology 
access as the main motivation for joining the ecosystem. Consequently, the interview 
findings suggest that in addition to providing the platform technology, the platform 
owner should support the interactions between ecosystem members and initiate 
business opportunities among them. As a result, the ecosystem becomes more 
attractive to the potential members. This is in line with Gawer and Cusumano 
(2008), who argue that a successful platform strategy includes both technology and 
business perspectives. 

The startups’ extrinsic professional motivations on the other hand included learning 
and validation as well as credibility and visibility. According to the interviews, 
startups were looking for developing new competences and learning about new 
technologies. In addition, validation was mentioned as one of the motivating factors. 
The startups were looking for validating their products and services through 
collaboration in order to develop them further. Furthermore, credibility and visibility 
were key motivating factors that attracted startups to join the ecosystem. Partnering 
with a big company increases the credibility of a small company and enables them to 
get visibility in the market. Thus, the findings suggest that a platform can increase its 
attractiveness by offering possibilities for recognition and publicity for third party 
innovators. 
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Overall, the motivations of interviewed startups supported Battistella and Nonino’s 
(2012) research on the motivations for collective and open innovation in platforms. 
However, the motivations of startups in the empirical study were mainly focused on 
extrinsic economic and professional motivations. Extrinsic social motivations, such 
as social capital and sense of obligation to contribute were also mentioned as factors 
that encourage contribution in the platform. According to the interviews, startups 
were looking for widening their networks and finding valuable contacts in the 
ecosystem. Furthermore, one interviewed startup in case Paris explained how they 
feel obliged to contribute, as they get the opportunity to use the co-working space 
Nokia provides for them. The startup explained that they want to show good 
manners towards Nokia. However, the interviews revealed that intrinsic motivations 
were not that common among the interviewed startups. Some of the interviewed 
startups mentioned a sense of community as an encouraging factor for ecosystem 
collaboration, but not necessarily as the key factor for joining the ecosystem.  

Industrial enterprises 

Extrinsic professional motivations were the key driving forces for ecosystem 
participation of industrial enterprises both in Espoo and Paris. The possibility to 
learn from collaboration motivated all the interviewees to be part of the ecosystem. 
The industrial enterprise in Paris had very similar goals for collaboration as Nokia: 
they wanted to learn about the collaboration process itself. The industrial enterprise 
was exploring ways to encourage and organize co-creation of innovation in the 
ecosystem. This is why the industrial enterprise had created an innovation lab, a co-
working space, where they had invited ecosystem partners to join. Through 
reciprocal collaboration with the ecosystem partners, the industrial enterprise aimed 
to also change the company culture more supportive towards open innovation. Thus, 
collaboration with Nokia and the Nokia Innovation Platform ecosystem suited their 
agenda perfectly. 

Learning was also the main motivation for industrial enterprises in Espoo. However, 
instead of learning about the collaboration processes, they aspired to learn more 
about future possibilities of new technologies, such as 5G. According to the 
interviews, being part of the ecosystem gives them opportunities to be among the 
first to test and learn about new technologies. In addition, the interviewed enterprise 
suggested that the access to new network technologies might enable cost reduction in 
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data collection. Battistella and Nonino (2012) would categorize this as an extrinsic 
economic motivation. 

Research organizations 

The extrinsic professional motivations were also the main motivations for the 
research organizations in both locations. The industrial enterprise in Paris as well as 
the research organization in Paris explained the main motivation for the 
collaboration to be open innovation activities. The interviewed research organization 
suggested that they want to facilitate interactive learning and co-creation of 
innovation in the ecosystem. The research organization wanted to partner with Nokia 
in order to create links between industrial enterprises, small businesses and students. 
Thus, it can be understood that the research organization’s motivation was to create 
reciprocal relationships between the local ecosystem members. Battistella and 
Nonino (2012) also suggest reciprocity as one of the extrinsic professional 
motivations for platform participation. In addition, the platform literature suggests 
creating and managing ecosystem relationships as an important task for a platform 
owner (Cusumano and Gawer, 2002; Gawer and Cusumano, 2014). Thus, it can be 
useful for platform owners to partner with organizations that support the creation of 
reciprocal links between ecosystem partners. 

The research organizations in Espoo mentioned learning and recognition as main 
motivations for being a part of the ecosystem. The research organizations noted that 
learning about the needs of the industry helps them to develop education in the right 
direction and focus their research accordingly. Indeed, one of the research 
organizations explained how creating a common vision about the future with 
industrial companies is important in order to get better understanding of the future. 
Furthermore, the platform literature also proposes that a platform owner should 
create a common vision of the future with ecosystem members in order to guide the 
collaboration and the platform in right direction (Gawer and Cusumano, 2008, 
2014). Thus, these findings suggest that creating a shared vision of the future with 
ecosystem members can be beneficial for all ecosystem actors. 

Moreover, recognition was also one of the motivating factor for research 
organizations in Espoo. One of the research organizations explained how the 
platform can create possibilities to easily integrate research projects into real 
environments in industry. In addition, according to the literature, platforms should 
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embrace a modular structure that enables third parties to integrate their 
complementary solutions efficiently to the system (Cusumano and Gawer, 2002). 
The other research organization on the other hand explained how they want to 
support the employment of their students and market their expertise to industry. In 
fact, one of their students had already found a job in a startup through collaboration 
around the Nokia Innovation Platform. 

Conclusion 

The interviewed actors had diverse motivations for joining the ecosystem. The 
findings supported Battistella and Nonino’s (2012) categorization of motivations for 
collective and open innovation in platforms. However, in the empirical cases the key 
driver for ecosystem collaboration was extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivations 
might not have been considered by the interviewees, as the interviews were 
conducted in the organizational perspective. Understanding the motivating factors of 
ecosystem members can help platform owners to design the platform and ecosystem 
activities as attractive as possible for potential participants (Antikainen and Vaataja, 
2010; Battistella and Nonino, 2012; Ritala et al., 2013). The participation of startups 
was mainly motivated by extrinsic economic factors in both locations. Monetary 
rewards and free services attracted startups to join the ecosystem. The startups were 
also looking for wider access to global markets through the platform as well as 
finding business opportunities and valuable business contacts. In addition, gaining 
credibility and visibility from partnering with Nokia was also an important factor for 
the interviewed startups. 

Furthermore, extrinsic professional motivations were the drives of ecosystem 
participation for industrial enterprises and research organizations. In Paris 
ecosystem, the motivating factors of interviewed industrial enterprise and research 
organization were related to open innovation. Both organizations had similar agenda 
as the Nokia Paris team: to support co-creation of innovation in the ecosystem. 
Learning about new technologies were the key drivers for ecosystem collaboration 
for the interviewed industrial enterprises in Espoo. For them, being among the first 
to test 5G technologies meant great opportunities to retain their competitive 
advantage in the industry. The interviewed research organizations in Espoo also 
mentioned learning as their main motivation to be part of the ecosystem. However, 
they wanted to learn about the needs of industry in order to align their research and 
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education accordingly. Also getting recognition for their educational and research 
work was seen as an important factor for participation. 

The interviews revealed that ecosystem partners have diverse motivations for joining 
Nokia’s ecosystem. The findings suggest that the Nokia team in Paris and Espoo had 
attracted industrial enterprises and research organizations that had slightly different 
goals for collaboration. The interviewed organizations in Paris focused on open 
innovation, whereas in Espoo the interviewees were more concerned on technology 
aspects. The different orientations between the Nokia teams in Espoo and Paris can 
explain this difference. The Nokia Espoo team was more focused on technological 
aspects than the team in Paris that aimed to support open innovation activities. 

Platforms that have open interfaces and allow diverse actors to join the ecosystem 
have been considered as the most successful ones, as they encourage the 
development of complementary innovation (Cusumano and Gawer, 2002; Parker et 
al., 2016). However, in emerging innovation ecosystem, it can be beneficial to 
consider what kind of participants should be attracted first to the platform in order to 
support the platform growth. Solving the chicken and egg problem is one of the 
biggest challenges for platform companies (Hagiu, 2014; Parker et al., 2016). The 
empirical findings indicate that startups were the most price-sensitive participants in 
the case context. Thus, it seems that the platform owner should use subsidization in 
order to attract startup members to the ecosystem. 

9.1.2. FACTORS ENCOURAGING PLATFORM CONTRIBUTION 

This sub chapter discusses the factors that encourage platform contribution of 
ecosystem members. The empirical findings are discussed by combining the case 
insights to the initial theoretical framework and the following empirical research 
question 2 (ERQ2) is answered: 

ERQ2: What factors encourages diverse actors to make a contribution to the 
platform? 

Based on the empirical case study, factors that encourages platform contribution of 
ecosystem members can be categorized to ecosystem enablers, platform design 
features, building of inter-organizational relationships as well as to ecosystem 
orchestration processes. These factors are discussed in this chapter.   
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Ecosystem enablers 

The interviews with the ecosystem partners in both locations suggest that a platform 
owner needs to create a strong vision of the platform, supporting organizational 
culture towards open innovation as well as flexible and agile processes that support 
the collaboration in the ecosystem. These factors supporting the emergence of an 
innovation ecosystem are discussed in this chapter. 

Platform vision 

The literature on platform leadership proposes that a platform leader needs to have a 
shared vision of the future with the platform complementors (e.g. Gawer & 
Cusumano 2008; Gawer & Cusumano 2014). Hagel et al. (2008) argue that this 
vision is formulated through a strategy that aims to create incentives and capabilities 
for large-scale ecosystem innovation. The interviewed startups in Espoo explained 
how the vision of the platform concept seems to be still a bit unclear, or at least not 
well communicated to the ecosystem members. They all agreed that the idea of the 
platform is good, but wondered what are Nokia’s goals for the platform and how the 
collaboration will be organized in the ecosystem. However, the platform was still 
under development and looking for its shape during the interviews, which might 
explain the confusion among the ecosystem members. Nevertheless, also the Nokia 
teams in both locations explained how this kind of ecosystem collaboration differs 
from the traditional ways of working with operators, and is a challenge for the 
company. The findings indicate that a clear, internally aligned and externally 
communicated vision of the platform concept and the value propositions for the 
ecosystem members is needed in order to create a base for working towards a 
common goal.  

Organizational culture 

The shift from pipeline business to platform business changes the rules of strategy. 
Value creation process changes fundamentally, as companies open interfaces to their 
key technologies and invite third parties to develop complementary innovations of 
top of platforms.  This enables platform owners to take advantage of network effects 
and scale up the value creation in the ecosystem without actually increasing the costs 
of production (Choudary et al. 2016; Van Alstyne et al. 2016; Evans & Schmalensee 
2016). Thus, platform business model creates new opportunities for companies if 
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they are capable to embrace the needed changes. The interviewed Nokia 
representatives in Paris explained that the company needs to create a culture of 
innovation, meaning building open attitude towards open innovation and ecosystem 
collaboration in order to create radical innovations and embrace the platform 
business model.  

However, one of the interviewed startups in Espoo argued that creating this kind of 
organizational culture within Nokia is going to be hard. The interviewee was 
referring to its earlier experiences with Nokia and suggested that the company 
culture is against this kind of ecosystem thinking, as the cooperation in the 
ecosystem involves both collaboration and competition. The interviewed startup was 
skeptical whether Nokia is able to give up some of the possible benefits it could 
create by keeping most of their data proprietary instead of sharing the data with other 
ecosystem members and supporting them in the creation of complementary 
innovations. The findings of this thesis suggest that an organizational culture that is 
supportive towards open innovation and ecosystem collaboration will create a base 
for evolution of innovation ecosystems around technology platforms. A strong, clear 
vision of the platform concept and of the value propositions for each ecosystem 
member supports the creation of this kind of organizational culture.  

Organizational processes 

In addition to a clear platform vision and supportive organizational culture, the 
empirical findings of this study propose that flexible and transparent processes of the 
platform owner support the initiation of collaboration with ecosystem partners. The 
interviewed startups in both locations explained how the stiff and bureaucratic 
processes Nokia currently have are not suitable for working with agile startups. The 
interviewees however noted, that this challenge is common also in working with 
other big corporations. However, Nokia’s procurement and billing practices were 
seen especially unsuitable for working with the startups. Especially the interviewed 
startups in case Espoo saw the slow processes as barriers for collaboration. The 
startups in Espoo complained about the lack of transparency in the processes and in 
communication. On the other hand, in case Paris these challenges were 
acknowledged, but most of the startups were grateful in how these challenges were 
confronted and communicated. 
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Platform design 

Based on the findings from the interviews, platform design was seen as an important 
factor that supports the collaboration around the platform and in the ecosystem. 
Especially in Espoo, the platform access was seen as a prerequisite for the 
collaboration. In Paris, the platform itself was not considered as a prerequisite for the 
collaboration to develop. Findings suggest that both architectural decisions related to 
platform design as well as the availability of boundary resources has an important 
role in encouraging platform contribution of ecosystem members. The empirical 
findings related to platform design are discussed in this chapter. 

Platform architecture 

Literature suggests that the more open the platform is for external third-party 
developers the more it accelerates innovation and growth in the platform (Cusumano 
and Gawer, 2002; Parker et al., 2016). Moreover, the studies show that modular 
architectures of platforms encourage complementors to develop their complementary 
offering on top of platforms, especially when the interfaces are open (Cusumano and 
Gawer, 2002). The empirical findings of this thesis also support these views. The 
interviewed ecosystem partners in case Espoo noted that at the moment the Nokia 
Innovation Platform is a closed platform, which was seen as a barrier for the 
collaboration. The ecosystem members were not able to easily access the 
technologies provided in the platform on their own, instead they needed to ask for 
permission to the platform access from Nokia and build up a pilot project together 
with the Nokia team in order to use the technologies provided in the platform. Many 
of the interviewees had not got the access to the platform yet and were eager to try it 
out. This is also why the openness of the platform was seen as an important factor 
supporting the convenience and easiness of integration to the platform. 

Furthermore, the interviewed ecosystem partners in both cases saw important that 
the focus in the collaboration should be in concrete action instead of just networking 
and planning. The openness of the platform also encourages actors to concrete and 
fast experiments, as the ecosystem members would then be able to have an easy 
access to the platform and could start building their complementary innovations 
without taking time for planning and negotiation together with Nokia. In addition, 
the importance of modularity of the platform was addressed in the interviews with 
some ecosystem members in Espoo. The interviewed research organization in case 
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Espoo explained how useful it would be if the modular architecture of the platform 
would give them an opportunity to implement existing research and developed 
applications to the real environment in industrial settings through the Nokia 
Innovation Platform. 

Platform governance 

A platform owner can use boundary resources for the governance of a platform. The 
availability of boundary resources attracts participants to join the platform ecosystem 
and supports the creation of complementary innovation. Technical boundary 
resources, such as APIs and software tools as well as cooperative boundary 
resources, such as documentation and agreements on rights lowers the barriers to 
entry to the platform and thus facilitates the easiness of integration (Boudreau and 
Hagiu, 2008; Mattila, Seppälä and Holmström, 2016). In Espoo, one of the 
interviewed startup that had already got the access to the platform and was 
developing complementary innovation on top of the platform highlighted the 
importance of availability of boundary resources. Without proper documentation and 
technical interfaces, the startup faced technical challenges and the pilot project took 
longer than was initially expected. Moreover, the interviewed startup suggested that 
the development of boundary resources would also save resources from Nokia that 
currently have to support each complementor individually.  

The availability of needed boundary resources thus enables the platform owner to 
support the growth of interactions on the platform and reach the critical mass of 
ecosystem members, which the Nokia internal team in Espoo stated important. 
According to the Nokia Espoo team, the boundary resources should be developed 
before trying to engage ecosystem members to collaboration. The Espoo team 
considered important that the focus on the collaboration should be on concrete 
action, which could be accomplished through careful platform design and the 
availability of needed boundary resources. The Nokia team in Paris on the other 
hand highlighted the importance of first build relationships with the members in the 
ecosystem in order to understand the requirements and the different needs members 
might have regarding the platform. The Nokia team in Paris was more flexible on the 
scope of the platform and was willing to provide ecosystem members diverse mix of 
technologies they might need. 
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Pricing decisions 

A platform owner can use pricing mechanisms for attracting participants to 
contribute to their platform. In multi-sided markets, pricing is often determined 
individually to each side of the platform. This means that the platform owner can 
subsidize one side of the market in order to reach a critical mass on that side, which 
then can attract the other side of the market to join. Pricing strategies are thus used to 
solve the chicken and egg problem in platforms (Evans, 2003; Eisenmann et al,. 
2006; Van Alstyne et al., 2016). Currently, the ecosystem members are able to test 
the beta version of the Nokia Innovation Platform without any cost. However, the 
interviewed startup partners in both cases explained how getting financing to build 
pilot projects on top of the platform would encourage them to contribute to the 
platform. In addition, the startups expressed their wish to work on concrete projects 
that would also create cash flow and help to validate their business. The interviews 
indicate that the startups might not be willing to pay for the platform use in the early 
phases on the platform ecosystem development, instead they should be encouraged 
to make their contribution by offering them incentives to participate. This is also 
why understanding the different motivations of partners to join the ecosystem can be 
beneficial for the platform owner.  

In addition to subsidizing the early adopters of a platform, Eisenmann (2008) 
suggests that alternatively platform owners can support the early growth of the user 
base by attracting exclusive marquee users to the ecosystem, with whom many actors 
would like to interact. Nokia’s established brand name seemed to be one major 
motivation for partners to join the innovation ecosystem, especially for startups, as 
they wished to get access to Nokia’s vast customer base. Attracting also other 
established industrial companies in the ecosystem can thus increase the 
attractiveness of the platform in the perspective of complementors. However, the 
interviewed ecosystem partners in both locations stated that the collaboration should 
be organized around concrete projects. Therefore, it might be useful for the platform 
owner to support the initiation of collaboration project between ecosystem partners 
in the early phase of the ecosystem evolution. Moreover, Eisenmann (2008) proposes 
that platform owners can also create complementary offering to the platform by 
themselves to attract users to the platform. This strategy can be useful when trying to 
attract marquee users to the ecosystem. 
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Platform evolution 

Despite the pricing strategy the platform owner chooses, the chosen pricing model 
should be eventually transparently communicated to the ecosystem members. One of 
the startup partners in Paris suggested that their motivation to contribute to the Nokia 
Innovation Platform in the future depends on the business model Nokia chooses for 
the platform. The partners wish to know the vision for the platform in the future in 
order to decide whether to make an investment and contribute to it or not. In 
addition, some of the ecosystem partners in Espoo considered Nokia’s commitment 
to the continuity and evolution of the platform essential factor that encourages them 
to make contribution to the platform. One of the industrial enterprises in Espoo 
explained how choosing the wrong platform could create competitive disadvantage 
in the future, as it might be difficult to change the chosen platform later. The 
interview findings are in line with Hagel et al. (2008) who suggest that a platform 
owner should reassure the platform participants that it has what it takes to succeed in 
the market. 

Moreover, one of the interviewed startup partners in Espoo on the other hand was 
concerned that the Nokia Innovation Platform would be an experiment from Nokia’s 
side and it could be possible that Nokia might not want to continue developing the 
platform after a few years. The startup worried that the investment would not be 
worth it in the long-term, as a small company has not got the same bargaining power 
as Nokia. This is why the ecosystem members expect reassurance from Nokia that 
the platform architecture will be evolving in the same phase as the competing 
platforms are. Thus, the research findings in this thesis suggest than in addition to 
the initial design of the platform, the platform owner needs to be constantly evolving 
the platform architecture and pricing strategies as the market environment changes.  

In addition, the literature suggests that integration of new features to the platform 
can be an effective way to increase the platform attractiveness (Tiwana, 2013; Parker 
et al., 2016). However, the core of the platform should not face radical modifications 
in short period of time in order to ensure the continuous use of the key functionalities 
in the platform. Instead, the functionalities that are less critical for the core of the 
platform can be changed and adapted in a faster phase. This has been studied to 
support the stability of the ecosystem and to encourage users to make a contribution 
on the platform (Parker et al., 2016). 
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Building inter-organizational relationships 

In addition to a platform design that supports easy integration to the platform, a 
platform leader should foster creation of inter-organizational relationships that 
support the formation of an innovation ecosystem around its platform (Cusumano 
and Gawer, 2002; Gawer and Cusumano, 2014). Especially in the early phases of 
ecosystem evolution, formation of inter-organizational relationships seems to 
encourage actors to contribute to ecosystem innovation. Whereas the Nokia Espoo 
team was mainly focusing on building the platform architecture, the Nokia Paris 
team considered building and managing ecosystem relationships as an essential step 
for ecosystem development. Indeed, the Nokia Paris team had a dedicated 
community manager whose task was to form new relationship with potential 
ecosystem members and also to manage existing ones. 

Overall, the ecosystem members in Paris appeared to be more content with their 
collaboration with Nokia than the members in Espoo, especially the interviewed 
startups. Frequent and informal communication between Nokia Paris representatives 
had created an optimal environment for relationships based on trust and reciprocity. 
This supports the literature on inter-organizational networks, which proposes that 
interpersonal trust between two boundary spanners facilitate the formation of inter-
organizational ties (Zaheer et al., 1998). In addition, the interviews with the startups 
in Paris suggested that creation of common identity between ecosystem partners 
creates a sense of community in the ecosystem. Consequently, this supports the 
collaboration between the partners. Maskell and Malmberg (1999) also suggest that a 
culture of shared trust is an enabling factor for learning and innovation. 

On the contrary, almost all the interviewed startups in Espoo explained that the 
collaboration lacks established practices and is mainly limited to formal interactions. 
The communication with Nokia Espoo team lacks continuity, and for many 
interviewees the Nokia Innovation Platform concept and the goal for the 
collaboration were still a bit unclear. However, the interviewed startups in Espoo 
believed that when the ecosystem reaches critical mass of actors, synergies will be 
automatically created. Hagel et al. (2008) also argue that critical mass of participants 
is needed for the platform success. Nevertheless, creating a common vision for the 
collaboration was seen important by the ecosystem partners in both locations. The 
findings indicate that the common vision for the collaboration is more likely created 
in the ecosystem when the relationships between actors are socially embedded. Thus, 
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reaching critical mass of participants might be necessary for the platform success, 
but in order to attract the critical mass, the platform owner needs to dedicate 
resources for building relationships with potential ecosystem members.  

Ecosystem orchestration 

In order to support value creation and capture in the ecosystem, the literature 
proposes that a platform owner should take an orchestrating role in the ecosystem 
(Iansiti and Levien, 2004). According to the interviewed partners, some level of 
coordination is needed in the ecosystem. The interviewees argued that opportunities 
for networking as well as efficient and transparent communication channels should 
be supported in the ecosystem. Dhanaraj and Parkhe (2006) suggest that a hub firm 
in the ecosystem should concentrate on three distinct orchestration processes to 
create an optimal environment for innovation and learning. These three processes are 
knowledge mobility, innovation appropriability and network stability. The empirical 
findings on ecosystem coordination are compared to the theoretical framework in 
this chapter. 

Knowledge mobility 

Dhanaraj and Parkhe (2006) propose that facilitating knowledge flow across 
organizational boundaries supports the exploitation of resources in the ecosystem 
and encourages reciprocal learning. Knowledge mobility was also seen as a key 
encouraging factor for ecosystem collaboration in the interviews.  Frequent 
communication was seen important in order to understand the possibilities available 
within the ecosystem and also to get the overview what is going on in the ecosystem. 
Thus, the interviewees suggested that in addition to formal events, more informal 
communication should be supported in the ecosystem. This would help finding 
synergies between partners as well as fostering learning and innovation in the 
ecosystem. 

One of the biggest differences between the cases was the different perceptions of the 
knowledge flow in the ecosystem. Even though the collaboration around the Nokia 
Innovation Platform was in its early stages in both locations, the interviewed startups 
in Paris were more content on the way communication was organized among 
partners. The Paris team had a dedicated ecosystem developer that took the 
responsibility for communication in the ecosystem and created socially embedded 
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relationships with all the first partners. On the contrary, in Espoo the responsibilities 
for ecosystem development and for communication in the ecosystem were dispersed 
among multiple people. Thus, it was a bit unclear internally as well as for the 
partners what was going on in the whole ecosystem. 

However, only one ecosystem developer cannot know everything, or have time to 
continuously communicate with each ecosystem partner. The interviewed partners 
suggested that documentation should also be provided in order to increase 
transparency and continuity of the communication. This way all the ecosystem 
members would have access to information without relying on individual people’s 
knowledge. However, informal communication mentioned as a supporting factor for 
collaboration in the ecosystem. According to the interviews, often innovation and 
learning happens in more casual discussions. Thus, a platform owner should consider 
providing informal communication channels in the ecosystem. The empirical 
findings support the findings on existing literature. Dhanaraj and Parkhe (2006) also 
suggest that a hub firm in the ecosystem should provide exchange forums and 
informal communication channels also outside the immediate organizational tasks. 

Innovation appropriability 

The platform literature suggest that value should be equitably shared within the 
ecosystem in order to encourage development of complementary innovations on top 
of the platform (Cusumano and Gawer, 2002). Dhanaraj and Parkhe (2006) suggest 
that a hub firm in the ecosystem should concentrate on improving innovation 
appropriability in the ecosystem in order to ensure fair value capture. In the 
literature, focusing on building social relationships, trust, rich information sharing 
and joint problem solving were seen as more effective strategies for increasing 
innovation appropriability in the ecosystem than legal constructs (Uzzi, 1997). The 
findings from the interviews mainly support these views. 

Mutual benefit from the collaboration was important for all the interviewed 
ecosystem members. However, some of the interviewees in Espoo suggested that in 
the ecosystem there is always competition in addition to collaboration. Thus, one of 
the interviewed industrial enterprise suggested that collaboration in the ecosystem 
might not always be a win-win situation for everyone. Indeed, the platform literature 
also suggest that competition can thrive in the ecosystem, especially among the 
complementors (Parker et al., 2016). Nevertheless, almost all of the interviewees 
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suggested that instead of heavy contracting and bureaucratic rules, the collaboration 
should be based on mutual trust among the ecosystem members. Only one of the 
startups in Espoo explained how nothing is based on trust. However, this startup was 
concerned about the power relation between a small startup company and Nokia.  

In addition, some other interviewed startups in both locations were also concerned 
about the power relations between the members, and suggested that they have to be 
careful for sharing confidential information about their products and services. 
Boschma (2005) suggests that institutional systems should be created to balance the 
power relations between ecosystem partners. Furthermore, Gawer and Cusumano 
(2002) argue that platform owners should be careful for entering complementors’ 
markets as it is important that they see the value capture in the ecosystem as fair. The 
findings on the interviews support these arguments. 

Furthermore, even though startups saw the innovation appropriability as an 
important factor in the ecosystem, they complained about the heavy contracting 
system Nokia currently has. Even though contracts are useful in a sense that they 
provide a physical document on the agreed tasks, innovation thrives more freely 
without too strict and bureaucratic contracts. Thus, the interviewees suggested that 
contracts should be flexible enough to enable innovativeness in the collaboration. 
Trust among the partners becomes then important in the ecosystem. 

Network stability 

The literature on innovation networks proposes that promoting dynamic stability in 
the network is critical for value creation and capture in the network (Madhavan et 
al., 1998; Kenis and Knoke, 2002; Dhanaraj and Parkhe, 2006). However, network 
stability was not considered as a supporting factor for ecosystem collaboration in the 
interviews. This can be partially explained by the early phase of the ecosystem 
evolution. The collaboration in the ecosystem was still in its early stages and there 
was only limited number of partners involved in the ecosystem. Network stability 
might become more important when the ecosystem evolves. 
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� REFINED FRAMEWORK 
The chapter 6 presented a theoretical framework that provided a comprehensive 
overview on the factors that support the formation of innovation ecosystem around a 
technology platform. The framework was created by conducting an extensive 
literature review on the relevant literature to the research problem of this thesis. In 
this chapter, the findings from the empirical study are used to refine the theoretical 
framework further. 

The empirical research findings mostly supported the initial theoretical framework. 
The initial framework considered factors related both to a platform owner as well as 
to ecosystem members, as the key ecosystem activities for a platform owner and the 
motivations of ecosystem members were presented. However, the empirical study 
brought new insight on the factors presented in the initial framework. Thus, the 
initial theoretical framework is supplemented with some additional factors. 

Firstly, the empirical findings provided new insights on factors that enable the 
ecosystem creation. These factors are presented as ecosystem enablers in the refined 
framework, and they are related to the organizational changes a platform owner 
should consider when shifting from pipeline business to platform business. These 
ecosystem enablers include clear vision, organizational culture and organizational 
processes. The findings suggest that a clear vision supports the creation of an 
organizational culture that embraces open innovation. This kind of organizational 
culture on the other hand facilitates the creation of organizational processes that 
support easy integration to the ecosystem as well as enhances the ecosystem 
collaboration.  

In addition, the empirical findings revealed the importance of continuity in the 
ecosystem activities presented in the initial framework. The findings indicate that a 
platform owner should focus on continuity in ecosystem development. The platform 
design should be constantly refined in order to meet the requirements of changing 
industry. In addition, new ecosystem relationships should be built continuously as 
the old ones fade and the ecosystem orchestration processes should be designed as 
continuous practices in the ecosystem. 

However, the findings also suggest some modifications to the initial framework. 
Firstly, intrinsic motivations for joining the ecosystem were not considered that 
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important driving forces for ecosystem participation as extrinsic motivations. 
Nevertheless, the interviews were mostly conducted in the organizational 
perspective, which can explain the dominance of factors that were related to extrinsic 
motivation. In addition, the empirical findings did not consider network stability as a 
relevant ecosystem orchestration process for an emerging ecosystem. Network 
stability might become an essential factor supporting the evolution of an ecosystem 
when the ecosystem matures. The findings based on theory and the empirical study 
are presented in Figure 9 below.   

 

Figure 9 The refined framework 

In conclusion, the refined framework gives a comprehensive overview on factors 
that support the emergence of an innovation ecosystem around a technology 
platform. Ecosystem enablers are factors that are related to a platform owner itself 
and that create base for ecosystem collaboration. A clear, internally aligned vision of 
the platform concept is needed in order to create a base for working towards a 
common goal. A clear vision supports the creation of organizational culture that 
embraces open innovation and ecosystem collaboration. This kind of organizational 
culture supports the creation of organizational processes that provides seamless 
support for the collaboration in the ecosystem. 

Furthermore, these ecosystem enablers create a foundation for the key ecosystem 
activities that are needed to support the emergence of an innovation ecosystem 
around a platform. However, understanding the diverse motivations of potential 
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ecosystem members for joining the ecosystem helps the platform owner to design the 
platform and ecosystem activities as attractive as possible for new participants. The 
findings suggest that both intrinsic and extrinsic motivations can be the drivers of 
participation. Nevertheless, the factors related to extrinsic motivation are more likely 
driving the inter-organizational collaboration in the platform. 

The key ecosystem activities in the network include designing the platform as 
attractive as possible for ecosystem members, the initiation of ecosystem 
relationships as well as establishing ecosystem coordination processes. Platform 
design includes decisions related to platform architecture, pricing and governance 
mechanisms. The findings suggest that building ecosystem relationships is an 
important task for a platform owner in order to reach the critical mass of actors in the 
platform and take advantage of network effects. The findings indicate that inter-
organizational relationships in the emerging ecosystem often initiate through 
interpersonal relationships between boundary spanners.  

Furthermore, ecosystem orchestration processes are needed to support the value 
creation and capture in the ecosystem. These processes include supporting 
knowledge mobility, facilitating innovation appropriability and enhancing network 
stability. Overall, the findings propose that in addition to making technical decisions 
for the platform design, a platform owner needs to also focus on supporting the 
collaboration in the ecosystem in order to facilitate the emergence of an innovation 
ecosystem around its technology platform. 
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10.� EVALUATION 
In this chapter evaluation of the study is conducted and limitations of the study are 
discussed. Evaluation of the research is done by following Lincoln and Guba’s 
(1985) four criteria for evaluating qualitative research: credibility, transferability, 
dependability and confirmability. 

�CREDIBILITY, TRANSFERABILITY, 
DEPENDABILITY, CONFIRMABILITY 

Credibility refers to truthfulness and persuasiveness of the inferred causalities and 
relationships (Guba and Lincoln, 1989). In this research, the credibility is ensured by 
the design of data collection method in order to provide adequate representation of 
the studied research questions. The thematic interview structure was tested, 
rehearsed and adjusted to the context in order to ensure the reliability of data 
collection and accuracy towards studied research problem. Furthermore, observation 
was also used to complement the understanding of case context and description 
during the research period. Almost all of the interviews were recorded and 
transcribed in order to review the credibility of interpretations. 

Transferability describes the generalizability of the findings to other contexts 
(Lincoln and Guba, 1985). This research aims to provide comprehensive descriptions 
of the context, methods, analysis process and findings in order to enable other 
researches to make their own judgments of the transferability of the research results. 
Direct quotations from the raw data were used to present research findings in order 
to establish transferability of this study. 

Dependability refers to the coherence of internal process that aims to provide results 
independent from researcher’s identity (Guba and Lincoln, 1989). Because of the 
process of interpreting observations made from the data is always personal, 
transparency was pursued by discussing observations about collaboration with 
colleagues working in the same team. Half of the interviews were conducted in 
Finnish and translated to English for the reporting purposes. As the translation 
process often includes some ambiguity, the analysis of the data was conducted in the 
original language of the interviews and translation was done for the selected citations 
after analysis. Furthermore, some of the interviews were conducted in different 
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language than the researcher or interviewees’ mother tongue, which can bring some 
ambiguity to the research.  

Lastly, confirmability refers to the neutrality of the interpretations made from the 
research data. The neutrality of the research means that it is free of biases, values and 
prejudice of the researcher (Guba and Lincoln, 1989). According to Lincoln and 
Guba (1985) both confirmability and dependability of the study can be ensured 
through audits of research processes and findings. In this study confirmability is 
addressed by presenting empirical findings of the research together with direct 
quotes from the raw data. This way the reader is able to make own conclusions based 
on the quotations. Original interview recordings can be accessed for inspection and 
validation of findings (Lincoln and Guba, 1985).  

�LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
The most prominent limitation of this study is the generalizability of the findings. As 
this study follows qualitative research approach, the findings of this study are not 
generalizable to populations, but can be used to develop theoretical understanding of 
the phenomena researched in the study (Yin, 2009). The focus on this study was to 
understand ecosystem partners’ motivations for collaboration and identify factors 
that support the emergence of an innovation ecosystem around a technology 
platform. The research was conducted in a specific case that represented the context, 
the ecosystem partners and their company-specific motivations. This study lacks 
broad data to validate findings in other contexts. Further research would be needed 
to confirm the findings. 

Another limitation of this study is the quantity and quality of data available. The 
studied technology platform and the innovation ecosystem forming around it were in 
their early stages. Only few of the interviewed participants had had the chance to 
actually test the platform concretely and therefore the interviews revealed the 
opinions and hopes for the platform rather than actual experiences. There were also 
limited number of possible interviewees available. Further research would be needed 
to validate the findings of the key factors that support the adoption of a technology 
platform and the emergence of an innovation ecosystem around the platform.  
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11.� IMPLICATIONS  
This thesis aimed to exploratory theory building efforts on the formation of 
innovation ecosystems around technology platforms. Thus, this study provides 
several implications to both practice and theory. This chapter presents the practical 
implications of the study as well as the theoretical implications and suggestions for 
further research.  

�PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS 
One of the biggest challenges platform owners face is to attract diverse users to join 
their innovation ecosystem and encourage them to develop complementary 
innovations on top of the platform. The findings of this study propose several 
implications for platform owners that want to support the creation of an innovation 
ecosystem around their platforms. 

First of all, companies that operate with traditional pipeline business models but 
aspire to embrace platform business models should create a profound understanding 
on the characteristics of platforms and understand the distinct value creation 
possibilities platforms enable. The value creation process in platforms differs from 
the linear value creation models of traditional businesses. Thus, organizations that 
aim to become platform leaders should create a strong and clear vision for their 
platform that is aligned internally and shared with ecosystem partners. This vision 
should outline the direction of the market and industry, and express the value 
creation possibilities for all ecosystem members. With platform businesses, the focus 
shifts from orchestrating companies’ internal resources to harnessing resources from 
ecosystems. This means that instead of concentrating purely on in-house innovation, 
platform leaders should encourage open innovation activities. Consequently, 
platform owners should establish an organizational culture that embraces open 
innovation and ecosystem collaboration. Sometimes this can mean that platform 
owners should sacrifice short-term profits for the common good of the ecosystem.  

Furthermore, platform owners should adapt organizational processes to support easy 
integration to the platform and the ecosystem in order to make the entry as 
convenient as possible for potential ecosystem members. In addition, the platform 
should be designed in a way that joining is easy and convenient for potential 
platform contributors. This can be done through different pricing mechanisms, 
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architectural decisions and by providing technical and cooperative boundary 
resources. In order to attract actors to multi-sided platform ecosystem, platform 
owner should consider different subsidization strategies in order to get different sides 
of the market onboard. Sometimes it might be beneficial for platform owners to 
develop complementary innovations on top of the platform by themselves in order to 
attract first members to the ecosystem. The platform should have a modular 
architecture that allows building of complementary components on top of the 
platform. However, the platform owner needs to define the optimal degree of 
openness of the platform: it should be open enough to encourage creation of 
complementary innovation but also close enough to ensure value capture in the 
platform. 

Moreover, platform owners can encourage creation of complementary innovation on 
the platform by providing technical and cooperative boundary resources for 
ecosystem members. Technical boundary resources include for example APIs, 
software tools and other technical interfaces needed in the creation of 
complementary components. Cooperative boundary resources include for example 
documentation, rules and other contracts between platform owner and 
complementors. 

In addition to platform design factors, platform owners should create an 
understanding of different factors that motivate actors to join the ecosystem and 
what they are expecting from the ecosystem collaboration. This way platform 
owners can better design the platform and the ecosystem activities in order to make 
the ecosystem as attractive as possible for potential members. Furthermore, building 
and managing ecosystem relationships becomes an essential skill for platform 
owners, as they need to create a balance between consensus and competition in the 
ecosystem. Attracting members to the ecosystem requires continuous effort on 
building inter-organizational relationships, especially in the early phases of 
ecosystem development. Thus, a platform owner should invest resources to 
ecosystem development and community management through dedicating these tasks 
to an ecosystem developer that is responsible for the ecosystem relations. 

Moreover, platform owners should establish processes for ecosystem orchestration. 
Innovation and value creation flourishes in an ecosystem where knowledge flows 
efficiently between ecosystem members. Platform owners can support knowledge 
mobility by offering proper tools for communication: such as broad documentation 
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archive, weekly newsletters and forums for discussion. Digital portfolio of 
ecosystem actors can be also useful for facilitating information exchange on existing 
skills and needs in the ecosystem. In addition, formal and informal ecosystem events 
support open communication in the ecosystem and formation of relationships among 
partners. Furthermore, platform owners should ensure the fair value capture in the 
platform in order to support the stability in the ecosystem and encourage actors to 
develop complementary innovation. This can be done through initiating trust 
between ecosystem partners and creating transparent rules and processes for value 
capture.  

Furthermore, in order to create stabile and active ecosystems, platform owners 
should promote common identity in the ecosystem and highlight successful projects 
and potential future benefits that will be created in the ecosystem. In conclusion, 
there is no right way to organize ecosystem activities or design the platform. 
Companies aspiring to become platform leaders should create strong vision for their 
platform, but they should also have courage to adapt their strategies as the ecosystem 
evolves.  

�THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS AND FURTHER 
RESEARCH 

The theoretical objective of this thesis was to deepen the understanding of how 
innovation ecosystems form around technology platforms and how platform owners 
can facilitate the co-creation of value in ecosystems. In literature, platforms are 
widely studied in different literature streams, but no literature on this specific topic 
exists beforehand. Thus, this thesis connects literature on platforms to inter-
organizational network literature and makes an effort to fill the research gap in this 
area. The findings of this study support the existing literature on platform 
governance and provide a step forward in understanding how innovation ecosystems 
form around technology platforms. This thesis presents a conceptual model of the 
factors that support platform owners in forming innovation ecosystems around 
technology platforms. 

However, the findings of this thesis require further empirical validation. This thesis 
presents a comparative case study of two innovation ecosystems that are forming 
around a technology platform. The findings of this thesis should be revised and 
verified by conducting more case studies around the phenomena. This thesis 
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provides contextual details of the empirical case study, which provides information 
for researchers to conduct studies in different contexts.  

Furthermore, this research was conducted in the early phase of ecosystem formation 
and provide understanding on factors that support the formation in the ecosystem. 
Fertile areas for further research could include to study which factors are the most 
important for the ecosystem evolution and how the factors are related. Longitudinal 
case studies could be conducted to gain better understanding on the evolution of 
innovation ecosystems over time. In addition, other interesting research areas would 
be to study different strategies of platform owners for building their innovation 
ecosystems. Further research could be conducted in order to investigate which 
strategies are more efficient than others and the reasons for it. 

In conclusion, this thesis provides novel insights on the formation of innovation 
ecosystems around technology platforms. This thesis presents a new theoretical 
framework that provides an overview of the factors that support the formation of 
innovation ecosystems around platforms. The presented framework considers both 
factors related to a platform owner itself as well as to ecosystem members. The 
theoretical contribution of this thesis is thus the presented theoretical framework that 
provides foundation for further studies in the field. 
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APPENDICES 
 

Appendix 1. Boundary object used in the interviews. 

 

 

Appendix 2. Preliminary interview structure. 

Interviews – ecosystem members: startups, enterprises, research organizations 

Theme: Inter-organizational collaboration in the creation of innovation and new 
business 

1. Introduction, basic info & easing into talking 
a. Permission to record the interview. Interview is confidential. 
b. Explanation of the thesis topic. What & why. 
c. Can you tell a bit about yourself and your organization? 

2. The role of collaboration in the creation of innovation and new 
business in general 

a. How do you see the role of collaboration in the development of 
innovation and new business? 

b. With whom should your company collaborate in order to create 
innovation and new business? 

i. Who would be the most important partners? 
ii. How these actors should work together? 

c. What kind of knowledge and competences these partners should 
have? 

3. Collaboration in the Nokia Innovation Platform ecosystem 
a. Explanation of the Nokia Innovation Platform and the ecosystem 

with the help of boundary object 
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b. MOTIVATION AND NEEDS 
i. What made your company interested in the Nokia 

Innovation Platform? 
ii. What kind of needs do you have for this kind of platform? 

c. EXPECTATIONS 
i. What do you expect from this collaboration? What kind of 

goals do you have for it? 
ii. What kind of role ecosystem has in the creation of 

innovation and new business? 
iii. What kind of partners you are looking for in this 

ecosystem? What kind of information you would like to 
have on the ecosystem members? 

iv. Should the collaboration in the ecosystem be lead or 
managed by someone? Why and why not? 

v. What forms of interaction there should be in order to 
enable inter-organizational collaboration? (e.g. meetings, 
workshops etc.) 

vi. How do you see the importance of shared location? Does 
separate locations affect the collaboration? 

d. EXPERIENCES 
i. How the collaboration has been working? What has 

happened? 
ii. How the goals have been reached for this collaboration? 

iii. What kind of practices and rules do you have in the 
collaboration? How did you come up with them? 

iv. Do you have a contract for your collaboration? What kind 
of role the contract has in the relationship? 

v. What kind of role trust has in your relationship? 
e. FUTURE 

i. How do you see the collaboration will continue? What 
kind of expectations you have? 

ii. What kind of actions and events you have planned? 
f. Is there something else you want to add? 


